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1.0 Introduction to The Retail Group
1.1

Experience and Credentials

The Retail Group is a specialist retail management consultancy that provides informed solutions about consumers’
future needs for a wide range of retail and property clients. The philosophy of our business is “to improve our
clients’ business through our understanding of shoppers, their shopping habits, businesses and the skills of
retailing”.
For retail property clients and local authorities, we offer objective and carefully researched retail strategies based on
detailed awareness and analysis of national and local retail markets. We ensure that proposed developments
target and satisfy the future needs and aspirations of all local consumers.
Our clients appreciate the down-to-earth approach to researching individual centres and our ability to clearly state
the reasons for trading in a particular location. Our retail strategies encompass all town centre operators including
multiple businesses, independents, service, catering and leisure operators.
We have defined future town centre strategies for over 250 locations covering all sizes and types, from market
towns like Morpeth and Frome, to sub-regional towns like Ashford and Livingston, to regional destinations such as
Birmingham and Bluewater. Our consumer oriented methodology and approach also enables us to work on iconic
locations like Wembley, Greenwich Peninsula and Spitalfields.
Since the Covid Pandemic started we have helped over 50 centres as well as over 500 independent businesses
plan to recover and thrive.
Locations we have worked in and near East Riding include Driffield, York, Malton, Selby, Hull, Pickering,
Scarborough, Thirsk and Scunthorpe.
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2.0 Project Background and Objectives
2.1

Project Background and Approach

East Riding of Yorkshire Council Is committed to supporting its town centres
and help them thrive as the region recovers from Covid Pandemic.

The bespoke Recovery Action Plans will be based on outputs of the
primary research undertaken on each town, namely:

Indeed the town centres play crucial roles as the main centres of retail,
service, food & beverage, employment and administration for their rural
hinterlands.

A. Objective and expert review of the town centre offer and its appeal to
the available customer groups

The pressure from the pandemic is on top of many challenges faced by the
town centres over the last few years including increasing spend online,
increasing spend in large out of town supermarkets and retail parks, loss of
some key multiple retailers (limited impact in a number of ERYC smaller
locations), growing resident populations and declining employment numbers
in the town.
Using budget from the Re-opening High Streets Safely Fund, itself funded
through the European Regional Development Fund, the Council issued a
competitive tender in late 2020, for the preparation of Covid Recovery Action
Plans for Market Weighton, Pocklington, Beverley, Hedon, Hessle, Hornsea,
Withernsea and Howden.
The Retail Group were successful in winning the competitive tender and this
report contains the eight individual Action Plans, as well as a summary of
shared issues and actions that will benefit the towns.
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B. Engagement survey of town centre operators currently trading,
completed via an online survey methodology due to Covid restrictions
C. Engagement survey of key town centre stakeholders, individual email
surveys issued to a wide cross section of identified town stakeholders
D. Analysis of a large contemporary consumer survey on how Covid has
affected shopping patterns in each town.
As part of the development and fine tuning of the Action Plans, an online
interactive virtual workshop with key stakeholders was held for each
location. The aim was to discuss the priority interventions needed in each
town.

Hornsea Recovery Action Plan
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.1 Introduction
Town Overview
Hornsea, located on the east coast of Yorkshire, is described as both a seaside town as well as a town by the sea.
There is lots to like about the town, from its traditional shopping offer dominated by independents, to miles of
beaches, green spaces and parks and a beautiful lake located approximately one mile inland.
The town has a local and all year round resident base of approximately 8,500. There are several caravan parks in
and near the town catering for both semi-permanent residents most of the year, as well as tourists on short term
breaks during the peak seasonal holiday times.
The town also attracts significant numbers of visitors per year, particularly for leisure, meeting friends & relatives
and dog walking.
In regards the retail offer, it is mainly located in the core shopping area of Newbegin, and consists mainly of
convenience, service and food & beverage operators. Whilst there are multiple offers from Co-op, Boyes, Heron
Foods and the ubiquitous Cooplands Bakery, the offer is very much dominated by independent businesses.
Whilst Hornsea has many positives to build on, it doesn’t feel like a strong retail offer. There are many reasons to
visit the town, but these are either hidden and or disconnected from the core town centre offer. Its fair to say the
town is not doing a great job of promoting its best assets. The online marketing of the town is adequate, not great.
The town seems to target a more traditional older customer base.
The aim of this Recovery Plan is to highlight the range of actions that need delivering in order to help Hornsea thrive
and grow post the Covid Pandemic.
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Strengths of the town centre offer include:
• The town has several anchors / reasons to visit, including the core
shopping / town centre offer on Newbegin, plus the sea side / promenade,
Hornsea Mere, Hornsea Freeport (outlet centre) and Hall Garth Park
• The convenience and grocery offer in the core town centre area is
reasonably strong, consisting of a small Co-op Foodstore and Heron Foods
and several independent stores
• The town centre service offer is good, particularly hairdressers and beauty
services. There are also a couple of good complementary health
practitioners (yoga and hypnotherapist) located in the town centre
• There is a reasonable spread of evening oriented food & beverage
operators ranging from 3 traditional pubs, wine bar, craft ale bar and burger
specialist
• There would appear to be strong civic pride and goodwill in the local
community e.g. volunteer litter pickers on beach
• The history and heritage of the townscape is also an asset
• ERYC Hub provides many additional reasons to visit the sea front, as well
as providing access to core Council services and information
• Free parking and toilet facilities are also an asset for the town. The car
parks are time controlled i.e. limited to one hour, then two hours further
afield then free on the periphery; a well executed solution
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Weaknesses of the town centre offer include:
• As mentioned previously, there are several components to the town centre
offer and these are spread out and not especially well integrated
• The sense of arrival in the core town centre is underwhelming. The
‘Welcome to Hornsea Town Centre’ message is weak
• The plethora of signs on the main arrival roundabout is confusing
• The core town centre offer spreads onto Southgate and Market Place, yet
this is not signed or obvious
• There are several high profile visible vacant units around the town centre,
including the old Library
• The Mere is one of Hornsea’s best kept secrets. Unless you know about it
in advance you’ll miss it, for sure
• Many of the shop fronts and fascia boards are in poor condition
• There is lots of non-active frontage in the core town centre offer, especially
on the southern side of Newbegin
• The daytime F&B offer is fast food focussed, being very visibly dominated
by fish & chips. The children's offer is limited too
• Much of the street furniture on the sea front is in poor physical condition
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Opportunities to build on and improve the offer include:
• Much stronger welcome message
• Better facilities and street furniture, especially on the sea front
• Clearer signage within, between and to each of the core town
centre components
• Stronger integration of the Mere
• Greater use of the parks; nature trails, designated dog walking
routes
• Better online marketing and promotion
• More promotion between the various town centre assets
• Retail skills training and support to help operators deliver higher
standards of delivery, especially window displays
• More offers and services for younger consumers, including
families with young children
• More visible activity / external dining / tables and chairs etc.
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.3 Operator Survey: Hornsea response dataset of 19 respondents
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Hornsea?

Long term satisfaction with Hornsea?

Type

%

Mode of Travel

%

Satisfaction Rating

%

Retail shop

26

Shopping

63

Satisfied

47

Financial services

16

Eating / drinking

63

Neutral

42

Pub / bar

11

Live nearby

58

Dissatisfied

11

Arts / culture / heritage

42

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Twice a week

59

Independents

Parking

On Saturdays it is 09.00 to 11.00

Daily

22

Friendly

Dog poo

On Sundays most are closed

Once a week

22

Community
Attractive
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
70%
60%

60%

63%
53%

50%

50%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Future trading optimism for Hornsea?

What measures have you introduced

39%

40%
32%

30%

26%

22% 22%

21%

20%
11%

5% 5%

11%

10%

6%
0%

0%

10

0%

Future optimism

%

Optimistic

73

Neutral

16

Pessimistic
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to mix / offer

Improvements wanted to experience

Attribute

%

Attribute

%

Regular market

47

More parking

42

More events

47

Less congestion

37

More variety

37

More focus on heritage

37

Better marketing to tourists

37

More public art

32

More independent operators

32

More public toilets

26

Better visibility of shops

26

Better sense of arrival

26

Better marketing & promotion

26

More customer seating

26

Improved public transport

26

More trees / green space

26

More arts/ culture

26

Improved pavements

21

More / bigger shops

16

Cleaner / tidier

21
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Hornsea businesses, we
have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

80%

74%

• Promote the existing offer strengths / visit drivers; retail (independent
specialists), services and hospitality

70%
60%
50%

• Increase frequency of regular market, add more visiting markets and add more
events

40%

• Address traffic congestion

30%
20%
10%
0%

53% 53%

26%

21%

• Improve public transport
16% 16%

11%

• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business support
5%

0% 0%

• Build on the positive outlook and historic high satisfaction
• Welcome consumers back into the town promote safe and provide safe
messaging
• Better marketing and promotion, especially to tourists.
• Improved and more active use of social media; information and marketing
• Improve customer experience, pavements, facilities, parking, toilets, seating,
signage more arts & culture
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Hornsea, a bespoke
survey was developed for the project and sent to 35 people.

According to stakeholders, the key strengths of the town centre were:

The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies and organisations that have a keen interest in helping
Hornsea Town Centre recover and thrive.
Completed surveys were returned from 8 people.
Stakeholders were reminded to complete and return surveys three times
subsequently.
In addition a virtual workshop was held on 1 March 2021 to further explore
local issues, improvement areas needed and potential improvement
actions. 13 people took part in this workshop.
The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results from
the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.
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Strengths
Beach / promenade

The Mere / boating lake

Open spaces / parks

Lots of independents

Free toilets

Good variety of shops

History & heritage

Events are popular when on

Good service/convenience offer

Friendly / good community

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted the following as key
issues to address:
Weaknesses
Town centre is disconnected

Clothes offer is weak

Signage is poor, including both
arrival & directional

Limited markets & events offer

Marketing & promotion of offer

Congestion on Saturdays

Trade is very seasonal

Looks tatty in parts

Too many fish & chip shops

Many shop fronts in poor state

3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:
Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Broader tourist offer needed

Improved family offer

Better promotion & marketing

More recovery support

More choice / variety

Better visibility of shops

More events & markets

121 Business support

More leisure

Better waste management

More social media activity

New visitor / shopper guides

Better evening offer

Shop fronts & window displays

More promotion of safety

More recycling points needed

More collaborative working

New town centre map

General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Benchmark towns included Beverley, Driffield, Pickering & Barton on
Humber. Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with four
statements, and the key findings were:

Customer experience improvement areas
Public realm

More public art / statements

Better sense of arrival

More use of green spaces

Less congestion peak periods

More businesses open Sunday

Better directional signage

Better information

• There was broad agreement that stakeholders work well in the town
and that there were lots of reasons to visit the town centre
• Most people stakeholders also agreed that car parking was easy
• All bar one stakeholders said they would go out more in the town in
an evening if there were more restaurants open

Respondents were typically either quite or very optimistic about the future
trading prospects of the town centre.

Lots of positives to build on and some clear areas to improve!
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.5 Resident Insight: Hornsea response dataset of 57 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

44

Car / van / motorcycle

49

Weekday

83

25-44

32

Walk

42

Saturday

17

65-74

16

Sunday

0

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?

Visit frequency
How often do you visit Hornsea town centre?
% of survey responses

35%

32%

Less than once a month

30%
25%

21%

20%

14%

15%
10%
5%

4%

7%

0%
Regularity of visits

23%

A couple of times a month
Once a week
2-3 times a week

Main reasons

%

Shopping for food

79

Live nearby

55

Non food shopping

49

Services

46

Cafes and restaurants

40

4-6 times a week (most days)

Pubs and bars

32

Everyday

Using leisure facilities

25
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3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive
Safety
Catering / F&B

Neutral

Negative

Evening food
options

Needs of younger
residents

Leisure offer

Town

%

Beverley

88

Driffield

49

Bridlington

44

Centre environment
Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

Better variety of shops

49

More independents

42

More leisure

42

More service providers

39

Better quality shops

35

More markets

28

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

16

2
20

34

10

4

23

33

24

20

5
22

30

28

23

3

Shop online Shop locally Shop online Shop more Shop less
from local frequently frequently
businesses

Less Likely
No Change
More Likely

3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.6 Conclusions

The good news is that Hornsea has many of the success factors in place to
deliver these, however …

It is clear from the various research areas undertaken for the project that
Hornsea is liked, is a very pleasant place and has much to enjoy about it.
To pull together the findings of the research areas and to set the scene for
the Priority Recovery Actions Needed as set out overleaf, we highlight the
following conclusions.
Hornsea has many strengths to build on
As has been stated on many occasion in this report there is lots to like about
Hornsea. It benefits from multiple, varying and complementary assets and
reasons to visit it, from the town centre offer dominated by independent
businesses, to the beach & promenade, the parks and green spaces and the
Mere. We note there is evident civic pride visible in Hornsea.
It clearly has a positive and well deserved historic reputation as a great
place to live, visit and holiday. Unfortunately …
Customer requirements have changed
The requirements of consumers have been evolving rapidly over the last 5 –
10 years and the Covid Pandemic has for sure accelerated many of these.
Consumers want to visit places that are well managed, clean and easy to
use, have good and varied food and beverage options, new events and
markets, interesting public realm and facilities, strong independent business
that provide high levels of customer service and window display..
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The town centre needs to do a much better job at marketing and
promoting itself
There are many areas where Hornsea can improve its marketing to
consumers, from pre-visit information, to the sense of arrival, directional
signage between the existing assets, social media and onsite information
provision.
Also, stakeholders in and near the town centre need to work much better
collaboratively to promote both their own assets, as well as the others in the
town. Furthermore …
The town centre would benefit from the provision of additional and
complementary new reasons to visit it
The historic events program has been popular and successful, and would
benefit from being relaunched and expanded asap. This also includes the
regular and visiting markets programme and offer.
A stronger evening economy, more for families and younger consumers,
more choice in food & beverage (including more healthy options).
The next few pages identify the priority actions needed in the Hornsea Town
Centre to help it grown and thrive in the short and mid to long term.

3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.6 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage F&B operators to provide external tables and chairs where they don’t
cause interference
Develop annual promotional plan for all stakeholders to input into. Work together on
implementation and delivery
Declutter the signage at the Market Place / Westgate roundabout
Expand markets offer, introduce a selection of themed visiting markets
Encourage more businesses to open on Sunday from Easter to October half term
Encourage more businesses to clean their shop windows, fascia's and area in front
of their shops
Encourage more daytime F&B cafes & restaurants to open till 19.00 in the Summer,
at least on Thursdays and Fridays initially
Encourage existing stakeholders, including the Hornsea Freeport (outlet centre) to
be more actively included in promoting the town centre
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Local Stakeholders Local Businesses

3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.6 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Provide training for businesses on how to improve their windows and external
impact. This could be delivered under themed group sessions or via 121 support for
businesses in most need
Encourage businesses and landlords in invest and improve their shop and building
fronts. Could this be match funded or subsidised?
Introduce the ‘Hornsea business of the year’ awards, best website, best windows,
best product innovation, best newcomer, best customer service etc.
Introduce suite of walks in Hornsea, to include for example, best tea-shops, best
fish and chips, best dog walks, best walks with kids, history and heritage trails
Provide training and support to help businesses improve their online marketing and
promotion
Encourage more businesses to register / ‘own’ and geo-tag their businesses on
Google
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Local Stakeholders Local Businesses

3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.6 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Develop much stronger ‘Welcome to Hornsea signs’, to also include ‘Welcome to
Hornsea Town Centre’ at each end of Newbegin
Develop new signage package which is consistently used to highlight key offers,
e.g. town centre, seaside, Hall Garth Park, Hornsea Mere, Hornsea Freeport (outlet
centre) etc.
Improve physical linkages between the core town assets and areas – improve
signage, information, environment, sight lines, cleanliness etc.
Develop and launch more events and activities aimed at children and young
families
Support the relaunch Hornsea Carnival (after Covid postponement) and other
events and festivals
Increase the impact and visibility of active shops and businesses, to reduce effect of
non active frontages. Make the Hornsea offer feel bigger!
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Local Stakeholders Local Businesses

3.0 Hornsea Recovery Plan
3.6 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage more visiting markets
Update town map, to reflect branding and iconography of major anchor signage
Produce guide for visiting cyclists, where to eat, where to view, where to rest, where
to pick up equipment / repairs
Assess opportunities for more shared active public realm leisure facilities, e.g. more
chess sets, table tennis, boules
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Local Stakeholders Local Businesses

Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.1 Town Overview
Town Overview
Pocklington, is an historic market town with its roots going back to the Bronze Age.
The town is located approximately 12 miles to the east of York, just off the A1079 connecting York to Hull, which
also passes nearby to Market Weighton and Beverley. There are several nearby assets and visitors attractions
including Burnby Hall Gardens, Wolds Gliding Club and Allerthorpe Lakeland Park.
The town centre is easy to find and is well signed. It is mostly located on / adjacent to Market Place / Market Street
and to a lesser extent Railway Street.
There is much to like about the town centre, with its attractive public realm, open streetscape, many historic
buildings and shop fronts. The majority of shop fronts are in good condition, well maintained with businesses clearly
taking a pride in their window displays and external impact.
The mix is dominated by convenience stores (mostly independent), service operators and food & beverage
businesses. There is a limited selection of comparison goods retailers, although what is available is generally high
quality.
Although many of the pubs, bars and restaurants were temporarily closed at the time of the visits due to the national
lockdown restrictions, the choice of venues and food styles appears strong and varied. The Pocklington Arts Centre
and Feathers Hotel also suggest a solid night time economy.
Whilst parking is free, easy to find and spaces plentiful during the week, anecdotally we understand that parking
spaces on Saturdays can be difficult to find.
We also understand that the Tuesday market is popular and a major generator of footfall for the town.
.
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Strengths of the town centre offer include:
• Heritage and history of the town
• Easy to use town centre offer, with great sightlines and high impact / great
quality retail
• Free parking provision
• Strong independent offer
• Convenience goods offer
• Service offer
• Food and beverage offer (both daytime and night-time)
• Specialist comparison goods offer
• Pocklington Arts Centre
• Evident, visible and clear civic pride
• Information provision – sign showing key facts about the in town offer as
well as nearby offer in the Wolds overleaf
• Low vacancy rates. Plus two of the empty units are recent relocations
within the town
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Weaknesses of the town centre offer include:
• A small number of buildings with shops are in poor
condition overall
• Several shops however have poorly maintained and
or poor quality replacement shop fronts, which look
out of kilter with the rest of the town’s heritage and
aesthetic feel
• Insufficient parking on Saturdays / poor
management of parking on Saturdays
• The core town centre feels car dominated
• Some of the offer is hidden from view, easily missed
• Quality and delivery of the stalls on Tuesday market
is typically basic / below the typical standards of
most businesses in the town centre
• Welcome signage to the town centre is
underwhelming
• The identity of the town is not clear
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Opportunities to build on and improve the offer include:
• Improve the existing markets offer; more choice, better quality
and more stalls
• Launch new high quality / Farmers Market on Saturdays
• Encourage more visiting markets
• Relaunch existing festival and events program.
• Add additional events
• Improve average bar of retailing standards
• More external trading / animation
• Provide training for businesses that have been closed to help
them quickly maximise trading opportunities
• Identify solutions to improve availability of parking spaces on
Saturdays through better management
• Better links and promotion with nearby visitor attractions
• Stronger place making / identity
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.3 Operator Survey: Pocklington response dataset of 24 respondents
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Pocklington?

Pocklington long term satisfaction

Type

%

Reasons to Visit

%

Satisfaction Rating

%

Retail shop

42

Shopping

96

Satisfied

41

Café / restaurant

8

Eating / drinking

79

Neutral

46

Retail services

8

Live nearby

71

Dissatisfied

14

Financial services

8

Retail / financial services

46

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11 to 15.00

Once a week

38

Independents

Parking

On Saturdays it is 09.00 to 11.00

Twice a week

33

Community

Pavements

On Sundays most are closed

Daily

17

Market town

Market poor

Shop variety

Cleanliness
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
70%

50% 48%

62%

60%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

38%

33% 33%

30%
24% 24% 24%

24%
19%

20%

19%
5%

43%
38%

40%

50%

Pocklington future trading optimism

What measures have you introduced

10%
0%

0%

0%
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Future optimism

%

Optimistic

65

Neutral

26

Pessimistic

9

4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to mix / offer

Improvements wanted to experience

Attribute

%

Attribute

%

Better marketing & promotion

52

More parking

74

More events

48

Improved pavements

39

More variety

44

Cleaner / tidier

35

Better visibility of shops

35

Better access to shops

22

Improved regular market

26

More public art

22

Additional specialist markets

26

More customer seating

22

More independent operators

26

Better sense of arrival

17

Better marketing to tourists

26

More trees / green space

17

More evening restaurants

22

Public realm improvements

13

Improved public transport

22

More focus on heritage

13

More arts / culture attractions

17
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Pocklington businesses,
we have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

70% 65%
60%

• Promote the existing offer strengths / visit drivers; retail (independent
specialists), services and hospitality

61% 61%

• Increase size, quality and of regular market, add more visiting markets and
add more events

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

39%
26%

• Address traffic congestion at peak times
• Improve public transport

22% 22% 22%
13%

9%

• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business support
4%

• Build on the positive outlook and historic positive satisfaction
• Welcome consumers back into the town promote safe and provide safe
messaging
• Better marketing and promotion, especially to tourists
• Improved and more active use of social media; information and marketing
• Improve customer experience, pavements, facilities, parking, toilets, seating,
signage more arts & culture
• Develop business group to make it easier for businesses to cross promote
each other and work together more closely to promote Pocklington as a whole
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Pocklington, a bespoke
survey was developed for the project and sent to 8 people.

According to stakeholders, the key strengths of the town centre were:

The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies and organisations that have a keen interest in helping
Pocklington Town Centre recover and thrive.
Completed surveys were returned from 5 people.

Strengths
Compact town centre

Nearby attractions

Strong independents

Active & sporty population

Emerging F&B offer

Heritage buildings

External F&B seating

Stakeholders were reminded to complete and return surveys three times
subsequently.

History

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 2 March 2021 to further explore
local issues, improvement areas needed and potential improvement
actions. 11 people took part in this workshop.
The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results from
the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted the following as key
issues to address:
Weaknesses
Market

Lack of business group

Can appear dominated by cars

Marketing & promotion

Lack of parking at peak times

Signage (welcome + directional)

Many shop units are small
Empty units in secondary areas
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4.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:
Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Better marketing & promotion

More variety

Launch new business group

Review market offer

Improve existing market

More / bigger shops

Develop town marketing strategy

Launch more market days

More events & visiting markets

Better links to other attractions

Review car parking arrangements
/ utilise additional options

Closer links to nearby
attractions

Promote offer regionally

Relaunch events program

New Covid safe campaign

More community events

Enhanced targeting of tourists
General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Benchmark towns included Malton and Wirksworth (Peak District).
Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with four statements,
and the key findings were:

Customer experience improvement areas
More parking

More public art

Improved visibility to shops

More focus on heritage

Better access to shops

Improved pavements

• There is clear consensus that stakeholders in the town do not work
together optimally and that finding a car parking space is difficult
• There was broad agreement that Pocklington has lots of reasons to
visit it, and people would go out more in the town if the evening offer
was better

Better public realm
Respondents were typically either quite or very optimistic about the future
trading prospects of the town centre.

Pocklington clearly has lots of opportunities to build and capitalise on.
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4.5 Resident Insight: Pocklington response dataset of 399 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

50

Walk

52

Weekday

76

25-44

22

Car / van / motorcycle

45

Saturday

22

65-74

21

Sunday

2

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?

Visit frequency

Main reasons

%

Shopping for food

83

Less than once a month

Services

55

A couple of times a month

Cafes and restaurants

52

Non food shopping

52

Live nearby

50

Pubs and bars

41

Using leisure facilities

37

% of survey responses

How often do you visit Pocklington town centre?
40%

36%

30%
18%

20%
10%
0%

17%

8%
1%

20%

Once a week
2-3 times a week
4-6 times a week (most days)

Regularity of visits

Everyday
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4.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive
Good range of shops, eat & drink,
night time and leisure options

Neutral

Negative

None

None

Pleasant environment & safe
Good offer for families

Town

%

Beverley

66

Market Weighton

48

York

28

Driffield

23

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:

Attribute

%

Better variety of shops

45

Easier car parking

39

More independents

32

200

More clothing shops

27

100

Better quality shops

23

Better environment

21

More events

21

500
400
300

0

34

12
85

297

Shop
online

62

35

123

194

208

Shop
locally

156

28
173
177

168
190

27

Shop Shop more Shop less
online from frequently frequently
local
businesses

Less likely
No change
More likely

4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.6 Conclusions

It is clear from the various research areas undertaken for the project that
Pocklington is liked, is a very pleasant place and has much to enjoy about it.
To pull together the findings of the research areas and to set the scene for
the Priority Recovery Actions Needed as set out overleaf, we highlight the
following conclusions.
Pocklington has many strengths to build on
As has been said already, there is lots to like about Pocklington. From its
long and interesting history, the many heritage buildings and assets visible
in the town centre to the very pleasant and easy shopping experience.
Furthermore, the independent offer is strong, especially in the service and
convenience sector. The food and beverage offer is also a major asset for
the town centre, with several good new entrants to the town making good
use of external tables and chairs when normal trading conditions allow it.
The town has a positive, growing and deserved reputation as a very
pleasant place to shop, eat, drink and socialise. However …
There are lots of opportunities to improve the visit experience
Parking has been identified as needing improvement, especially at peak
times. This doesn’t necessarily mean more parking spaces are needed, but
better use of the spaces already available in and near the town centre.
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The town centre would also benefit from more information for visitors, more
welcome and directional signage, better existing market, more markets and
more events. Also …
Stakeholders need to work better together
There is general consensus that those stakeholders involved in managing
the town centre experience and offer need to work closer and better
together.
This includes businesses in the town centre being more involved in
improving the experience for visitors as well as promoting the offer. It also
includes landlords in the town centre, especially those responsible for some
of the tatty building frontages visible in the town centre. Furthermore …
The town needs to do a much better job at marketing and promoting
itself
For those in the ‘know’, the Pocklington offer and experience available is
well worth visiting. However, there is significant scope to increase the
awareness of the Pocklington offer through better marketing and promotion.
This includes developing and promoting more clear reasons for locals to
come more often. It also includes more reasons for regional residents to
come and finally more reasons for tourists and day trippers to the Wolds and
Yorkshire to visit and enjoy a trip to Pocklington.
This also includes better targeting of new potential traders and businesses.

4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Review existing Tuesday Market to identify opportunities to extend the offer / add
more stalls / add more choice / improve the quality positioning & delivery standards
Prepare a markets prospectus to target and attract visiting markets
Prepare a town centre prospectus to target new and / or established regional
businesses and operators who would be appropriate additions to the offer.
Provide business support training to help operators deliver higher standards of
external impact
Encourage landlords of empty units to add decals with positive messages to
windows
Implement ‘Welcome back to safe Pocklington’ social media campaign. Town
Council to lead, using dedicated social media resource
Encourage, help and facilitate town centre businesses to cross promote each other
Engage with local attractions to cross promote events
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Evolve and maximise ‘Gateway to the Yorkshire Wolds’ brand
Encourage more open air arts and culture events, readings, recitals, music, theatre
etc.
Develop ‘Safe and social night events in Pocklington’. Encourage existing F&B
offers to open through to 19.00 on Thursday or Friday nights
Encourage all businesses, especially F&B operators to introduce more external
trading / tables and chairs
Encourage the strong local sports clubs (rugby, cricket, football) to host more
sporting events and tournaments
Develop suite of walks and trails around the town centre; family, history, ecology,
dog walking etc.
Ongoing promotion of town centre and its offer, use social media, create a branded
town centre website / information board
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4.0 Pocklington Recovery Action Plan
4.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Review Saturday parking provision. Assess other opportunities to provide long stay
parking, e.g. rugby club, Pocklington School, Old Station and so on
Relaunch Pocktoberfest and other ongoing festivals
Introduce new ‘Welcome to Pocklington, Historic Market Town’ signage, include
additional signage within the town to highlight off pitch areas and offers
Could Pocklington be the Wold’s first ‘Eco-town’, or ‘Sustainable Town’ – targets the
more affluent and discerning consumer visiting the town centre
Develop and launch active trading association
Improve aspects of the public realm, pavements are repeatedly identified as and
issue, improve quality, space, safety and ease of use for all customer groups.
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Howden Recovery Action Plan
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5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.1 Introduction
Town Overview
Howden Town Centre in the round, offers a diverse range of attractions, a pleasant and visibly popular shopping experience for its
residents and visitors. Despite the town review being completed in the midst of Covid ‘lockdown’, snowfall and minus 2 degrees plus
windchill.
In addition to a mix of independent retail and hospitality businesses, the town offers leisure venue and facilities – Shire Hall, heritage
attractions – Minster and Bishops Manor, a destination food store Co-op Supermarket, recreation on Howden Marshes, on street and
in town parking. The town is providing a multi-purpose offer to its residents and visitors, albeit on a small scale. Indeed, despite
lockdown with only permitted convenience shops open, the town had visible footfall and customers using them.
In terms of the ‘retail’ offer this is biased towards the convenience, services and hospitality sectors; with a number of food providers
including two popular butchers, ‘Todays’ convenience store, bakers (a selection), a number of specialist off sales (wines and beers)
and the Co-op. The catering offer ranges from ‘tea shops’ to cafes, pubs and even a Gelato. There are a number of traditional
Chinese and Indian eateries / take-aways. The hair and beauty sector is particularly strong with circa 18 providers noted on the
review. The comparison retail offer is limited, however Howden has a number of quality specialists including a bridal shop, lingerie,
ladieswear and a number of home interiors shops. Indeed Aquarius Bathroom is one of the towns anchor businesses; along with Coop, Shire Hall and Boots.
The town centre offer is compact in nature concentrated on Market Place, High Bridge and Bridge Gate. Vicar Lane is an interesting
location and very much a hidden asset, offering a ‘cobbled’ / heritage shopping experience with evident investment in shop fronts and
environment.
The town centre doesn’t appear to have many vacant units, Covid Lockdown closures aside, there looked like only a couple of
vacancies.
Howden is quietly going about its business, which is a good position to build on. Looking forward it will need to make more of its
assets and strengths and shout a lot louder about what it has to offer.
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5.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Howden Town Centre has many ‘strengths’ including the following:
• Many good quality independent businesses, some anchor status
• Very strong services, health and beauty offer
• Good daily needs convenience offer, and off-sales alcohol offer
• Several ‘non’ retail attractors / footfall generators, Minster, Marshes,
Shire Hall
• One hour free parking, on street and nearby car parks
• A number of good cafes / coffee shops and day time eateries
• Good access, adjacent residential areas
• Few vacant units
• Vicar Lane area and offer
• Evident civic pride in public spaces
• The town centre feels clean safe and welcoming
A great basis for a strong, sustainable and vibrant centre.
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5.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Howden Town Centre is not without weaknesses, many of which relate to
the lack of pro-active use of its strengths. Weaknesses include:
• A lack of (or limited) signage, information and promotion of the many
varied assets and strengths (including Vicar Lane)
• An historic market town, without an evident market
• Lack of information / integration of Minster, Bishops Manor (other than
parking area) and Marshes, no reasons to visit, forthcoming or typical
seasonal animations
• Whilst public realm is often strong, private realms (buildings /
frontages) can be weak
• Non active frontages amongst retail areas, can make towns offer feel
small
• Very narrow footpaths, vehicle (private car) dominated streets
• Bus stops in town and any bus services are not clear
• Shire Hall external impact minimises the role it plays in the town
• Whilst many shops have Covid signage, the town isn’t shouting about
its Covid initiatives
Small shops, small town and lack of promotion can make Howden an easy
place to miss and pass by, missing out on many super small businesses.
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5.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Howden Town Centre has many opportunities to improve its appeal to
existing customers and to wider visitors. It is a town that is blessed with a
number of reasons to visit it. The existing offer is strong and well placed to
recover and grow in performance. Lets start to shout!
A key opportunity area is under the banner of ‘promotion’. Including:
• Promotion of existing assets, remind customers of what is good
• Promotion of the whole town centre offer, remotely, virtually and
physically and on arrival into the town
• Cross promotion of individual assets, between assets to share and
distribute footfall
• Promotion of the individual and unique businesses
Another aspect to improve is the physical; pavements, pedestrian priority,
car parking and charges, access for buses, bikes and people. Building
maintenance needs to be as good as the best; weaker buildings need to
up their game. This also includes actions to address non active frontages.
Clearly the town needs at least one market, if not a selection of themed
markets, possibly in different locations. Visiting pop-up activity would also
increase the choice and variety in the town.
The weaker businesses need to match the delivery standards of the better
businesses, through support and mentoring.
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5.3 Operator Survey: Howden response dataset of 22 respondents, from list of circa 75 businesses supplied
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Howden?

Long term satisfaction with Howden?

Type

%

Reason to Visit

%

Satisfaction Rating

%

Retail shop

36

Shopping

86

Satisfied

64

Services (various)

23

Live nearby

82

Neutral

23

Pub / bar / cafe

18

Eating / drinking

68

Dissatisfied

14

Work nearby

68

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 09.00 to 11.00

Twice a week

27

Independents

Parking issues

On Saturdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Once a week

27

Friendly

Traffic and Wardens

On Sundays most are closed

Daily

23

Community

Offer

Environment
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5.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
70%

What measures have you introduced
45% 41%
40%

65%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

35%
30%

40%

25%

30% 30% 30%

20%
15%
10%

5%

5%

10%
5%

0%

0%
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Future trading optimism for Howden?
Outlook Optimism

32% 32%
27%
23%
18%
14% 14%

%

Optimistic

86%

Neutral

5%

Pessimistic

9%

5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to experience

Priority Recovery Actions Needed
Attribute

%

Attribute

%

Better marketing and promotion

45%

Improved pavements

48%

Better visibility of shops

36%

More parking

48%

More evening restaurants

36%

Improved signage

33%

Enhanced targeting of tourists

36%

More customer toilets

29%

Other (please specify):

36%

Less congestion

24%

More events

32%

More focus on heritage

19%

More variety

23%

Better access to shops

14%

Additional specialist markets

23%

Better sense of arrival

14%

Improved public transport

23%

More public art

14%

More arts / culture attractions

23%

More customer seating

14%

More trees / green space

14%

Better security / policing

14%

Other (please specify):

14%
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5.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
80%
70%

Improvement Needs Summary
Considering the feedback received from the sample of Howden businesses, we
have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

73%

• Promote the existing offer strengths / visit drivers; retail (independent
specialists), services and hospitality

64%

60%

• Review the existing parking regime

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

36%

• Address traffic congestion and traffic warden guidelines
32%

27%

• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business support
23% 23%

18% 18%

• Build on the positive outlook and historic high satisfaction
14%
5%

• Welcome consumers back into the town promote safe and provide safe
messaging
• Improve pavements
• Improve customer experience, facilities, parking, toilets, seating and signage
• Promotion of town centre offer, not only the ‘retail’ offer to residents, visitors,
passers-by and workers
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5.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Howden, a bespoke
survey was developed for the project and sent to 30 people.

According to stakeholders, the town centre has many strengths including:

The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies, businesses and organisations that have a keen interest
in helping Howden Town Centre recover and thrive.
Completed surveys were returned from 7 people.
Stakeholders were contacted and asked to complete and return surveys
three times in total.

Strengths
Lots to do, good variety

Location & nearby attractions

Friendly

High occupancy & independents

Compact / small

Variety of events

History & Heritage

Businesses working together

Community spirit

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 12 March 2021 to further
explore local issues, improvement areas needed and potential
improvement actions. 11 people took part in this workshop.

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted a wide variety of issues,
although only two aspects had multiple mentions:
Weaknesses

The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results /
feedback from the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.
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Parking, location, cost and usage

Cycle and pedestrian access

Lack of promotion

Lack of clear identity

Compact / small

Too many similar uses

Businesses not working together

Locals going elsewhere

Infrastructure v development

Limited expansion or space

5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:

In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

More events (4)

Improve market (2)

Promotion of Town Centre offer (7)

Promotion of Safe Howden (4)

Better marketing and
promotion (4)

Better visibility of shops (2)
More arts / culture (2)

Events to attract customers (6)

Town centre discount scheme(3)

Targeting of tourists (4)

Additional specialist markets(2)

Business recovery support (6)

More customer information (2)

More independents (3)

Improved public transport (2)

Social media activity (5)

More visiting markets (1)

Community activity (5)

General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Hebden Bridge was the only town identified as a benchmark, and only for
its ‘green lead’. More stakeholders said there were no benchmarks to be
found! ‘Howden is doing ok’. Respondents were also asked to agree or
disagree with four statements, and the key findings were:

Customer experience improvement areas
Improved pavements (4)

Less congestion (2)

Better sense of arrival (4)

Improved signage (2)

More parking (4)

More public art (2)

Focus on heritage (3)

Variety of basic facilities listed

• Broad agreement that Howden benefits from lots of reasons to visit it
• Majority agreement that stakeholders work well together in the town
• Mixed views on ease of parking, and mixed views on eating out in the
town if more restaurants were open
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5.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Actions and Ongoing Recovery Actions
Stakeholders were typically either quite or very optimistic about the future trading prospects of the town centre.
There were a number of additional actions identified through the survey and workshop, over and above those already listed,
these have been detailed below:
• Kick start the pending, stalled initiatives and actions
• Pro-actively promote the history / heritage of the town and use these to differentiate Howden
• Promote the town to all new residents, let them know what is available and develop a stronger community bond
• Integrate nearby and surrounding attractions to the town centre
• Optimise and improve Shire Hall as an asset / footfall driver
• Improve access for pedestrians and cyclists
• Improve quality of pavements for buggy and pushchair use
• Introduce programmes of pop-up and meanwhile uses to add new offers to the town
• Identify opportunities to increase available trading space
• Help businesses to support each other and work together better
• Build on the strengths, leave many aspects alone
• More information, more promotion, more signage, more impact
• Maintain the historic assets and use them to attract additional visitors
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5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.5 Resident Insight: Howden response dataset of 112 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

49

Walk

61

Weekday

74

25-44

22

Car / van / motorcycle

38

Saturday

24

65-74

19

Sunday

2

Visit frequency

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?
How often do you visit Howden Town Centre?

40%

34%

% of survey responses

35%

23%
18%

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

6%
0%

%

Shopping for food

76

Live nearby

63

Cafes and restaurants

61

2-3 times a week

Pubs and bars

54

4-6 times a week (most days)

Non food shopping

48

Everyday

Services

39

Meeting friends and relatives

29

Less than once a month

30%
25%

Main reasons

19%

A couple of times a month
Once a week
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5.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive

Negative

Town

%

Safety

Leisure offer

Goole

87

Catering / F&B offer

Needs of younger
residents

Beverley

42

Pocklington

13

Town centre environment

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

More service providers

51

Easier parking

40

More evening catering

40

Less congestion / cars / traffic

33

More leisure

30

More variety, more independents,
better markets

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
120
100
80
60

Less likely

40

No change

20

More likely

0

21-25

52

Shop online

Shop
locally

Shop online Shop more Shop less
from local frequently frequently
businesses

5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.6 Conclusions

On many levels Howden has lots of positive attributes that indicate it has a
strong and sustainable future. The town has a variety of reasons to use it, it
has very few vacancies, businesses are reasonably satisfied with historic
performance and the outlook is clearly optimistic. The local resident base is
growing and anticipated to continue to do so.

Howden does have issues to address and improve

One stakeholder suggested ‘leave it alone’ and another said it quietly goes
about its business. From an external perspective, it appears to resting on its
laurels, and standing still only results in decline.

• Need to increase the visibility and accessibility / integration of existing
offer and the various assets of the town, in it and outside it

Howden needs to build on its many strengths
The town is compact yet it is difficult to see / notice all of the assets and
attractions. Some of the physically dominant assets, Minster, Bishops
Manor, Marshes & green spaces are not integrated to the town centre and
its offer. Some of the retail and hospitality offers are hidden and the leisure
facility of Shire Hall is underutilised.
The town benefits from nearby residents and new housing being built,
nearby workers and visitors from a wider area, however the scale, range
and delivery of information is poor, let alone promotion of the offer. Given its
heritage and leisure attractions they do not appear to be visibly and actively
driving visits.
Given the level of input to various research areas, the community and
interest is a strength that needs to be harnessed and supported.
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The various research areas have all identified a number of consistent
issues, as well as a few diverse ones, the common threads include:
• The need for more promotion and information, physical and virtual

• Significant opportunities to improve the public realm and facilities
• Events and markets to add variety, interest and introduce new attractions
• Increased social media activity, for the town, businesses and even
business support
• Improve the customer experience through more hospitality and a more
hospitable parking regime / policing
It is now the time to ‘Shout About Howden’
Maintaining a quiet persona will not help the town to grow and prosper. Its
time to decide what is worth shouting about and what needs to get to a point
where it can be promoted. Then develop the ongoing promotional and
activity plan for the town. Harness the collective spirit, kick start the paused
activity, launch new initiatives and start shouting…

5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Create information packs, maps, plans, web site downloads about existing town
centre offer, to include hidden and more remote businesses
Establish Covid re-opening information portal; detailing shops / businesses that are
open, when, contact details how to purchase, then migrate to a town social media
programme
Develop the Howden what's on guide ‘Howden Nowden’, listings for all activities
town centre events, including the wider town offer
Identify opportunities to cross promote town centre assets, from one to another,
proactively drive footfall across assets and town centre
Use large vacant premises for meanwhile and temporary uses, to allow new start up
and ‘test businesses’
Encourage more visible pavement seating and café culture, temporary road
closures / part road closures
Review existing regular events to identify how they can be delivered in a Covid
compliant manner, reduced scale, more days, limited access
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5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Review planned events to identify how to help attract footfall into the town, identify
gaps in short term calendar and work with community to fill them
Provide further business support, digital skills, retail skills, customer service and
business growth / adaptability
Consider 1-hour free parking in local car parks to match on-street free parking
Provide training and guides to businesses for using windows and creating external
impact.
Improved signage from Co Op for rest of town centre offer
Make much more of Shire Hall venue, physically externally and its content, offer
and programme, add more ‘leisure’ activities to it
Use wall at entrance to Vicar Lane for high quality collective signage to promote the
offer, remove bins!
Consolidate current planned but stalled initiatives, and progress them
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5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Prepare the annual events and animations calendar, find the gaps and identify
relevant opportunities and additional activities. Set up the events committee to
manage the development, creation and implementation of events for the town.
Develop the events checklist
Develop new resident info pack
Improved remote signage for town centre offer
Develop a markets programme, to include a core regular offer and additional visiting
offers
Improve pedestrian spaces, usage and access, review part road closures
Introduce window display competition, to include ‘most improved’ and to include
category prizes
Develop a programme to promote town centre to leisure users, focus on types of
leisure users, cyclists, walkers, pilots etc..
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5.0 Howden Recovery Action Plan
5.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Promotion activity must also include how to access and use, not simply advertising.
Therefore, initiatives need to be completed to improve access, ease of use and
customer experience
Revisit town murals as part of information delivery
More sympathetic signage regimes
Encourage more evening F&B activity, planning consent, upper levels of buildings,
link to more leisure, pop up cinema, outdoor cinema in gardens, green spaces,
marketplace etc..
Introduce a Howden Best Kept initiative, to improve buildings and private realm
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6.0 Hessle Recovery Action Plan
6.1 Hessle Town Centre Overview
Town Overview
Hessle Town Centre offers a very mixed / diverse experience to its local residents and customers. It has many good quality
independent businesses, across several different categories including catering, home / lifestyle, health and beauty and services.
However, it also has a few large businesses that negatively overshadow the better-quality operators. Unfortunately, not only do the
large businesses physically dominate they also impact on the overall quality perception of the town as a result of poor external
maintenance and presentation.
The arrival from the east is particularly poor, despite the open ‘town square’ and its popular / busy bus terminus. The housing stock
on the east of the town, towards Hull is more traditional semi-detached and terraced, whereas the housing to the west consists of
larger plot sizes and detached accommodation. Interestingly the better-quality offer is towards the western edge of the town.
Hessle is a relatively small town; however, it does have a variety of assets and attractors, both ‘retail’ and non-retail.
There are three churches of various scale and denomination, the Hessle Centre (library and community facilities), health centre and
bus terminus. Close to the town is the Humber Bridge and its associated park.
In terms of retail attractors, the town has a strong service and health and beauty offer, over 35 operators, there is a strong and
diverse hospitality sector, with restaurants, bars, pubs, cafes and coffee shops, plus a take-away offer of circa 25 plus units. The
comparison goods offer is select but has some very good operators. The convenience offer is limited, led by a Co-op store of
limited impact, however there are good butchers, bakers, fruit & veg and a post office providing an everyday offer. A short drive
from the town centre is a large J Sainsbury’s and Aldi, along with just about every brand of car dealer you could wish for.
The town centre is compact, and consists of a series of linked streets, rather than a retail circuit. The overall experience of most of
the centre is below par, slightly scruffy and a sense of faded grandeur. Yet despite this there are many indicators of Hessle being
popular and well used.
For a small centre it does offer many ‘contradictions’ and can be far more appealing to its nearby and visible customer base.
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6.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Hessle Town Centre has many strengths including the following:
• Varied and good number of food and beverage outlets
• A good daytime hospitality offer and a reasonable night time offer
• Extensive service offer and strong health and beauty offer
• Very good independent businesses in several categories
• A number of non-retail attractors, library, community centre, churches,
bus interchange / hub, health and medical centre
• Adjacent resident areas, with a diverse mix of housing stock
• Walk-in customers
• Nearby workers
• Good access, via car, bus and walk-in
• Reasonable parking facilities, can feel limited
• Independent convenience operators
• Free standing signage on The Wier
• Post office
Hessle has a number of good building blocks for its future success,
unfortunately many of these are overshadowed by more visible
weaknesses.
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6.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Hessle Town Centre has a variety of weaknesses that can be addressed,
including:
• Weak arrival impact, from the east, poor quality operators, public realm
and infrastructure. From the west, shuttered shops (possibly Covid
only) and no overt welcome
• The town centre feels a bit ‘down at heel’ and under maintained. This
overshadows the many good businesses
• Many businesses could do with improving their private realm, shop
fronts and fascias
• Prestongate and The Square offer a poor overall customer experience,
from paving quality to seating and décor / greening
• The bus terminus is projecting a very basic experience, basic shelters.
Hardly an asset, certainly under utilised
• There are a number of vacant units that could provide meanwhile and
temporary space, whilst permanent occupiers are sought
• There is little leisure, tourism and heritage offer, it is not a visible driver
• The main convenience offer is weak, and several large impactful
operators / components are also poorly presented
• Lack of information for customers and visitors about the offer and
future events, activities or markets
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6.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
The good news for Hessle Town Centre, its businesses and customers is
that there are lots of opportunities to improve the town centre offer,
performance and experience. Even better is that many improvements can
be achieved with creating new attractions or adding new elements.
The start point is for all stakeholders to complete an array of projects and
initiatives to allow the existing strengths and assets to stand out and take
centre stage, this includes core elements such as:
• Deep cleaning the existing public realm
• Providing clear and informative signage about the offer, permanent
and visiting, to all customers, bus users, walk-in and car borne
• Encouraging businesses to improve their exterior impact with the Town
Council leading the way and setting the bar
• Co-ordinated promotion and advertising of the offer and changes
• Improving facilities, car parks, seating, wayfinding etc.
Beyond this, there are opportunities to improve the offer, extend the
choice in already successful categories, identify opportunities to add new
components, build stronger links to adjacent leisure attractions.
In summary polish the heritage assets so they stand out, make it easier to
choose and use Hessle!
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6.3 Operator Survey: Hessle response dataset of 37 respondents.
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Hessle?

Long term satisfaction with Hessle?

Type

%

Reason to Visit

%

Satisfaction Rating

%

Retail shop

41

Shopping

97

Satisfied / Very

49

Services (various)

38

Live nearby

81

Neutral

46

Pub / bar / Cafe

5

Work nearby

70

Dissatisfied / Very

5

Eating / drinking

67

Services

46

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Twice a week

27

Range of shops

Crime / ASB / Police

On Saturdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Daily

27

Public Realm

On Sundays most are closed

Once a week

19

Parking /
facilities
Community

Poor offer

Independents

Parking issues
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6.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

67%

Hessle future trading optimism

What measures have you introduced

Outlook Optimism

60%

61%

50%
42%

50%

40%
36%
30%

28%

20%
11%

6%

6%

10%

0%

0%
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25% 25%
19%

17%
11%

8%
3%

%

Very optimistic

26%

Quite optimistic

43%

Neutral

23%

Quite pessimistic

9%

Very pessimistic

0%
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6.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to experience

Improvements wanted to mix / offer
Attribute

%

Attribute

%

Better marketing and promotion 54%

More parking

59%

More events

51%

Better security / policing

51%

Better visibility of shops

46%

Improved pavements

38%

More independent operators

46%

Improved safety and security

32%

Improved regular market

41%

More trees / green space

32%

More variety

32%

Better sense of arrival

27%

Enhanced targeting of tourists

32%

Better access to shops

24%

Additional specialist markets

24%

More customer toilets

24%

Cleaner / tidier

24%

More customer seating

24%
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6.3 Hessle Town Centre Operator Feedback Improvement Areas
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Hessle businesses, we
have summarised the identified areas for improvement below

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

76%

• More events to attract footfall, Covid and long term recovery

70%

• More and better promotion

57%
46%

41%

• More social media activity
35%

• Improve security, policing and reduce ASB

30% 30%

• Improve ‘visibility of shops and offer / existing strengths

19% 16%

• Help more businesses to adapt (over 50% have made no adaptations),
provide more business support

8%

0%

• Improve markets offer and introduce more markets
• Improve customer experience and public realm, more welcoming, better
facilities, more greening
• Address parking issues
• Improve overall satisfaction and support positive / optimistic outlook
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6.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Hessle, a bespoke survey
was developed for the project and sent to 14 people.
The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies, businesses and organisations that have a keen interest
in helping Hessle Town Centre recover and thrive.
Completed surveys were returned from 6 people.
Stakeholders were contacted and asked to complete and return surveys
three times in total.
In addition a virtual workshop was held on 15 March 2021 to further
explore local issues, improvement areas needed and potential
improvement actions. Eight people took part in this workshop.

Stakeholders identified a wide range of strengths including:
Strengths (* denotes multiple mentions)
Buses and public transport *

Nearby workers

Range of shops *

New housing / residents

Compact layout & location *

History, parking, the Square

Friendly *

CCTV

Range of hospitality

Quality of some operators

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted a wide variety of issues:
Weaknesses (* denotes multiple mentions)

The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results /
feedback from the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.

Appearance, tatty, scruffy *

ASB

Parking, full and management *

Lack of leisure

Empty units *

Trader apathy

Traffic
Limited choice
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6.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:

In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Improve existing market (3)

Better marketing and promotion

Events to attract customers (4)

Town centre discount scheme (2)

More variety (3)

More events

Business recovery support (4)

Promotion of Safe Hessle

Add new regular market (2)

Improved public transport

Promote town centre offer (3)

More social media activity

More independents (2)

Additional specialist markets

Community activity (3)
More visiting markets (2)

General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Cottingham and Malmesbury / other rural places to visit towns identified
as benchmarks, how can Hessle learn from these?

Customer experience improvement areas
Cleaner / tidier (4)

Parking (2)

Toilets (2)

Signage, access to shops

Better sense of arrival (2)

Public art, greening, trees

Better public realm (2)

Security, congestion, heritage

Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with four statements,
and the key findings were
• More agreement that Hessle benefits from lots of reasons to visit it,
and about eating out in the town if offer was better / more openings.
Although not universal for either
• Mixed views about stakeholders working well together in the town
• Mixed views on ease of parking
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6.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Actions and Ongoing Recovery Actions
Stakeholders were typically either quite or very optimistic about the future trading prospects of the town centre.
There were a number of additional actions identified through the survey and workshop, over and above those already listed,
these have been detailed below
• More coordinated working between stakeholders and Council
• Improved car park management and consistency across all car parks, more visible on street parking
• Improve arrival points and first impressions
• Build on success of Hessle Feast, develop more events
• Make more use of The square, improve environment and facilities
• Promote town centre to new housing residents and to surrounding workforce
• Make the town an easy ‘pop-in’ centre
• Make better use of heritage and environment assets, integrate to the town centre, improve linkages
• Improve Prestongate public realm
• Identify suitable target businesses
• Improve policing and safety
• Re-activate Hessle First initiative or start similar
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6.5 Resident Insight: Hessle response dataset of 54 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

48

Walk

54

Weekday

68

25-44

28

Car / van / motorcycle

46

Saturday

30

65-74

15

Sunday

2

Visit frequency

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?

% of survey responses

How often do you visit Hessle town centre?
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

31%
19%
11%

22%
9%

7%

Main reasons

%

Less than once a month

Shopping for food

74

A couple of times a month

Services

67

Once a week

Live nearby

48

2-3 times a week

Non food shopping

41

4-6 times a week (most days)

Cafes and restaurants

39

Everyday

Meeting friends and relatives

30

Pubs and bars

26

Regularity of visits
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6.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive

Negative

Town

%

Safety

Leisure offer

Beverley

80

Catering / F&B offer

Cottingham

26

Town centre environment &
evening offer

Bridlington and Brough

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

More independents

35

More leisure offers

35

Fewer vacancies

32

More markets

30

Easier parking and better variety

28

More clothing, arts, culture and
events

26

15-16

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

71

1
14
39

Shop
online

9

1

19

25

25

23

Shop
locally

3
27

24
Less likely

21

25

3
Shop Shop more Shop less
online from frequently frequently
local
businesses

No change
More likely
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6.6 Conclusions

Hessle Town Centre is surrounded by a lot of large, strong and highly visible
attractions and ‘anchors’. These include the Humber Bridge and its country
park (a major green space for the area), large supermarkets, major
employment and business parks, major car branded car dealers.
Hessle Town Centre is compact, whilst it benefits from a number of positive
attributes, these are obscured and overshadowed by a few dominant
negative / poor quality elements. The combination of strong surrounding
attractions, limited impact of existing town centre assets (including heritage
assets) and dominant weak elements for the town centre result in Hessle
town centre under achieving compared to its offer and appeal.
Hessle Town Centre needs to address the evident / visible negatives to
allow the strengths to stand out
Hessle does have strengths to build on, it has a strong services offer, a
good and growing hospitality / restaurant offer and a group of great
independent shops. It also has a large public space, a transport terminus,
parking, growing local population, nearby workers, nearby leisure attractions
and many heritage assets. The issue is that many of these are not easily
seen, poorly utilised, not integrated, or not informed about the offer and
reasons to use the town centre.
The following actions will build on the strengths of Hessle, allowing them to
shine through, whilst starting with addressing the negatives aspects holding
back the town centre.
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Many of the negatives are known and can be resolved
The various research workstreams have clearly identified the issues, and
therefore the opportunities, for Hessle Town Centre, the common areas for
improvement include:
• Resolve the ‘unloved / untidy’ feel of much of the public realm
• Improve the arrival and welcome, particularly from the east
• Make more positive use of the square, improve the bus terminus
• Improve the facilities, seating, parking, toilets, rest points
• Improve the visibility and impact of the offer
• Improve the markets offer, add more; add more events, build on Hessle
Feast
• Improve the promotion of the town to all potential user groups
• Address concerns / perceptions about ASB, crime and policing
• Create a town centre action group, re-invent or reimagine Hessle First
Whilst the actions detailed overleaf, include many opportunities to add
layers of appeal and improve customer usage and satisfaction, in Hessle the
start point will be to improve some of the existing ‘basics’.

6.0 Hessle Recovery Action Plan
6.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Improve the quality of the public realm across the town, deep cleaning, repairs and
maintenance, upgrade facilities and equipment, seating, planters, bike parking,
pocket park style greening
Work with businesses at western end of Prestongate to make optimum use of
frontage, including decorated shutters when closed
Introduce a Hessle Improved initiative, to improve buildings and private realm, work
with local property owners and business operators. Explore opportunities for grants
and or loans for external improvement.
Create information packs, maps, plans, web site downloads about existing town
centre offer, to include hidden and more remote businesses. Make a feature of the
strong local independents
Develop the Covid re-opening portal, detailing shops / businesses that are open,
when, contact details how to purchase
Introduce window display competition, to include ‘most improved’ and to include
category prizes
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6.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Improved arrival signage for town centre offer, this could be extended to incorporate
the Hessle Flags idea, to be more Hessle offer specific and to promote events
Work with owners of former cinema, Orchard Centre and Co-op to improve the
quality of the offer, look, uses and content. Hand car wash signage cannot be the
dominant view on arrival from the east
Consider limiting the free parking period to help create more spaces for shoppers
and stimulate footfall
Develop new resident info pack, work with local housebuilders to include info pack
for all new residents
Use vacant premises for meanwhile and temporary uses
Develop a markets programme for The Square and along Prestongate, to include a
core regular offer and additional visiting offers
Identify opportunities for short term improvements to the public realm of
The Square, that lead on to the mid to long term physical improvements. Temporary
greening, pop up pocket park, event and market venue, flag poles to mirror building
flag poles
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6.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Introduce more visible pavement seating and café culture, given the range of offers
across the town, this could be a major opportunity for Hessle. Ensure that external
seating and activity is of good quality and high standard
Develop the Hessle Town Guide for distribution to all local business parks and
major employers, listing all daytime offers and businesses plus all activities, town
centre events, including the wider town offer. Identify how to make Hessle easy for
the ‘pop-in’ local workers
Include the existing small independent specialist food stores as part of the overall
food experience
Prepare the annual events and animations calendar, find the gaps and identify
relevant opportunities and additional activities
Work with local non-retail anchors to share footfall and to promote other attractors,
including the Library, Churches, Community facilities
Identify local heritage and cultural attributes and use them to help differentiate
Hessle, and attract visits to the town centre, flags can be part of the story here
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6.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Develop a programme to promote the town centre to nearby leisure space visitors,
focus on types of leisure users, cyclists, walkers, pilots etc.. Promotion must also
include how to make the town accessible and usable, how easy to use, how close,
parking and facilities etc..
Coordinate the various small parking areas to provide a single parking regime
across the town
Provide training and guides for windows and external impact. More sympathetic
signage regimes, consider adapting or building on some of the signage used along
The Weir
Work with the transport providers to improve the bus terminus, in short term
maintain bus stops and shelters, brand the terminus, longer term create a stronger
place
Promote Hessle as a food destination, attract more F&B activity, facilitate with
planning consents, use upper levels of buildings. Include, temporary uses, visiting
markets, pop-ups and new permanent operators
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Market Weighton Recovery Action Plan
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7.0 Market Weighton Recovery Action Plan
7.1 Introduction
Town Overview
Market Weighton is an historic market town located hallway between York and Hull. It sits on the western fringes of
the Yorkshire Wolds.
The town centre is easy to use and shop. There is plentiful free parking available, both on street as well as at the
Market Hill Car Park.
The offer is dominated by independent businesses, with a good selection of convenience retailers (florist, butcher,
greengrocer), service (several hairdressers, beauty salons and a wellness barn) and food & beverage businesses.
There are multiple offers from Boots, McColl's, Cooplands and Coral, as well as several of the pubs being tied to
major pub groups such as (Thwaites & Marston’s).
Whilst the comparison goods offer is limited in number, there are some very good examples of independent
businesses (hardware, pet shop, interior décor) trading in the town centre.
The town was granted its charter to become a market town in 1251. Unfortunately the town no longer provides a
weekly day market for its residents. Also and unfortunately, the entrance to the town centre on the eastern
approach is marred by a visible large and long term vacant unit (ex Asda).
We understand that visitor numbers were increasing prior to the Pandemic, with the town gaining a positive
reputation as a place to visit for ramblers, dog walkers and cyclists.
There is lots to like about Market Weighton. It’s a pleasant and attractive place and local residents and business
owners are friendly and welcoming.
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7.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Strengths of the town centre offer include:
• Extended selection of pubs and bars
• Good convenience offer, particularly from independent businesses
(butcher, fruit and veg)
• Good beauty and financial services offer, including a Wellness Barn!
• Beautiful heritage buildings
• Town history and back story
• Free to use and well maintained toilets
• Evident civic pride
• Branded planters
• Location
• Easy to find, use and plentiful free car parking
• Reasonably sized population living close by
• Population has risen over last 20 years
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7.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Weaknesses of the town centre offer include:
• Lack of a market! Lack of visible activity
• Sense of arrival is poor, initial sightlines are not great
• Visibility and impact of the existing offer is a little underwhelming
• Small shop units, small windows, small signage, large planters
• Many assets are hidden or dominated by nearby visible weaknesses
• Many building fronts in poor condition including and especially Boots
the Chemist!
• Very visible and long term derelict site at the easterly end of the High
Street
• Some of the street furniture is starting to look very dated and tatty,
particularly the information / heritage boards
• Pavement condition and width in certain places
• Main town supermarket is disconnected from town centre
• Several visible and apparently long term vacant units
• Inconsistent trading hours amongst town centre businesses
• Several businesses were closed during the site visits despite being
allowed to offer take away services
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7.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Opportunities to build on and improve the offer
include:
• Make more of the history of the town
• Make a stronger statement about, with and for the
existing offer, increase visibility, impact, animation,
promotion
• Encourage landlords to invest in the upkeep and
maintenance of their building frontages
• Develop a regular market and target visiting
markets
• Introduce more local festivals and celebrations
• Target ramblers and cyclists
• Develop a Market Weighton brand / identity
• Improve the sense of arrival into the town centre
• Encourage more businesses to take more of an
interest in improving their frontages and external
impact
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7.3 Operator Survey: Market Weighton response dataset of 21 respondents
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Market Weighton?

Market Weighton long term satisfaction

Type

%

Mode of Travel

%

Satisfaction Rating

%

Retail shop

29

Live nearby

81

Satisfied

35

Retail services

19

Shopping

53

Neutral

25

Pub or bar

14

Eating / drinking

43

Dissatisfied

40

Café / restaurant

5

Commuting / passing through

43

Work nearby

33

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 09.00 to 11.00

Once a week

35

On Saturdays it is 09.00 to 11.00

Twice a week

25

Camaraderie/
Community

Looks run down
/ empty units

On Sundays most are closed

Once a fortnight

15

Independents

Marketing &
Promotion

Friendly & safe

Lack of market

Location

Lack of variety
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7.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
70%

65%

45%
40%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

35%
40%

30%

35%

Future trading optimism

What measures have you introduced
40%
35% 35%
30%

25%
25%

20%

20% 20%

15%
10%

5%

10%
5%
0%
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10%
5% 5%
0%

Future optimism

%

Optimistic

45

Neutral

40

Pessimistic

15
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7.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to mix / offer

Improvements wanted to experience

Attribute

%

Attribute

%

Additional specialist markets

58

More parking

57

Better marketing to tourists

58

More customer seating

37

Better visibility of shops

47

More focus on heritage

37

Improved regular market

47

Better sense of arrival

32

More events

47

Cleaner / tidier

32

More leisure offers

47

Better lighting

26

More variety

42

Better security

26

More evening restaurants

42

Improved signage

21

More / bigger shops

37

More public art

21

Better marketing & promotion

37

Improved pavements

16

More arts / culture

37

More trees / green space

16
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7.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Market Weighton
businesses, we have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

• Promote the existing offer strengths / visit drivers; retail (independent
specialists), services and hospitality

80%
65% 65%

60%

• Improve the marketing and promotion of the offer in general

55%

• Add new regular market, visiting market and events

40%

• Encourage more variety, especially in evening food & beverage options
20%

• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business support

15%
5% 5%

0%

• Build on the positive outlook and historic reasonably positive satisfaction
• Welcome consumers back into the town; promote safe and provide safe
messaging
• Better marketing and promotion, especially to tourists
• Promote the friendliness of the town / camaraderie / community feel
• Improved and more active use of social media
• Improve the customer experience, in particular the parking availability, facilities
(especially seating), more focus on heritage, sense of arrival, cleanliness,
lighting and security
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7.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Market Weighton, a
bespoke survey was developed for the project and sent to 8 people.

According to stakeholders, the key strengths of the town centre were:

The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies and organisations that have a keen interest in helping
Market Weighton Town Centre recover and thrive.
Completed surveys were returned from 3 people.
Stakeholders were reminded to complete and return surveys three times
subsequently.

Strengths
Compact town centre

Independent stores

History & heritage

Planters

Loyal consumer

Location

Friendly

Accessibility

Free parking

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 4 March 2021 to further explore
local issues, improvement areas needed and potential improvement
actions. 8 people took part in this workshop.
The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results from
the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.
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In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted the following as key
issues to address:
Weaknesses
Empty shops

Many shopfronts are tatty

Street furniture is poor condition

Inconsistent opening hours

Main food store not in town centre

No market

Marketing & promotion

Lack of new traders

Lack of variety, esp. F&B

Businesses don’t work together

7.0 Market Weighton Recovery Action Plan
7.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:
Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Bring Asda site back into use

More visiting markets

More community & arts events

Better online presence

Target younger consumers

More for tourists

Target visiting markets

Support existing businesses

More evening F&B

Another quality food store

Introduce weekly market

More local celebrations

New brand for town centre

Target commuters out

Much more marketing / promotion

Target tourists in

More events
General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Benchmark towns that Market Weighton could learn from included
Beverley and Pocklington.

Customer experience improvement areas
Focus on history & heritage

More seating

More arts & culture

More greening / trees

Cleaner / tidier

Better sense of arrival

Market Weighton clearly has lots of opportunities to build and capitalise
on.

Improve public realm
Respondents were typically quite optimistic about the future trading
prospects of the town centre.
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7.5 Resident Insight: Market Weighton response dataset of 3 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64



Walk

5

Weekday

7

25-44



Car / van / motorcycle

4

Saturday



65-74

1

Sunday

2

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?

Visit frequency

Main reasons

%

Shopping for food

77

Less than once a month

Live nearby

59

A couple of times a month

Non food shopping

39

Cafes and restaurants

37

Services

37

Pubs and bars

33

Meeting friends and relatives

31

% of survey responses

How often do you visit Market Weighton town centre?
40%

3%
2%

30%
18%

20%
10%
0%



%
1%

Once a week
2-3 times a week
4-6 times a week (most days)

Regularity of visits

Everyday
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7.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive
Good range of shops, eat & drink,
night time and leisure options

Neutral

Negative

None

None

Pleasant environment & safe
Good offer for families

Town

%

Beverley

66

Market Weighton

48

York

28

Driffield

23

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

Better variety of shops

45

Easier car parking

39

More independents

32

More clothing shops

27

Better quality shops

23

Better environment

21

More events

21

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

89

12
85

62
123

297

208

28

35
194

156

173

168

Less likely
177

190

27

Shop
online

Shop
locally

Shop Shop more Shop less
online from frequently frequently
local
businesses

No change
More likely
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7.6 Conclusions
It is clear from the various research areas undertaken for the project that
Market Weighton is liked (by those who know about it), is a pleasant place
and has much to enjoy about it.
To pull together the findings of the research areas and to set the scene for
the Priority Recovery Actions Needed as set out overleaf, we highlight the
following conclusions.
Market Weighton Town Centre needs much more active promotion and
marketing, by all stakeholders
As has been commented on several times in this report so far, there is much
to like about Market Weighton, from its very interesting and rich history, to its
heritage buildings, ease of shopping and compact town centre. Local
residents and businesses in the town centre are clearly proud to live and
work in the town, and there is abundant civic pride visible.
The key issue facing the town centre however is that it is doing a poor job of
marketing and promoting itself. The town centre has very little external
presence, both physical and online. The offer lacks impact and is easily
missed. It is not shouting about itself and the many reasons for regular and
occasional consumers to visit it.
For a successful and sustainable long term future, all key stakeholders
involved in marketing and promoting the town centre need to up their game
significantly, i.e.. East Riding of Yorkshire Council, Visit Yorkshire, town
council and businesses in the town centre. Furthermore …
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The local civic pride and community are significant underutilised
assets!
The town centre urgently needs a marketing and promotions strategy, to
include a destination brand identity that does justice not only to its history
and heritage but also the friendliness of local businesses and the community
as a large. The history and heritage is not as evident as it could be. Is there
an opportunity to brand the town as East Riding’s ‘friendliest historic town’?
We also highlight that …
A town with market in the name needs a market and should also feel
more like a market
To help draw shoppers, workers and visitors back into the town centre, it
would benefit from a regular market, visiting market and appropriate targeted
and themed events, especially those that celebrate the rich history the town
benefits from. Finally, an outstanding priority is to:
Stop the positives being dominated by the negatives
There is too much visible decline noticeable in the town centre. From the
dominant empty ex Asda unit, to long term empty shop units, street furniture
in the town centre tired and tatty, including the heritage info signs. The town
centre needs a deep clean and targeted maintenance to improve its visual
appeal. The negative issues currently dominate the many positive assets the
town can offer and this needs addressing urgently.
The good news is there is much that can be done to help safeguard the
future of Market Weighton Town Centre’.

7.0 Market Weighton Recovery Action Plan
7.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Improve the arrival sightlines and impact / visibility of the offer, remove clutter and
aspects that are reducing the quality of the town
Assemble a town marketing group, aim is to identify how to promote existing offer to
residents and visitors, and promote new events, activity, arrivals to both groups
Prepare markets prospectus; engage with potential third party suppliers
Engage the town centre businesses to co-ordinate trading hours, promote this on
social media.
Adopt a more structured and nuanced social media programme for promotion of the
offer, facilities, events, opening times etc.
Encourage more shop owners and food businesses to merchandise externally and /
or provide shared tables and chairs. Use wide pavements, use parking spaces
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7.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Dress the large empty unit to the east fringe of the town with positive / celebratory
decals, information about the town as well as ‘welcome back’ signage
Develop & introduce new visitor trails for cyclists and walkers. Start and end points
in town centre for supplies and refreshments. Bike facilities, boot clean facilities,
dog drinking water etc.
Remove recycling containers / bins from wall facing Bengal Brasserie and use wall
to promote town centre offer
Encourage more town centre businesses to own their businesses on Google and
geo-tag them in the correct location – ensure opening hours and contact details are
also are up to date
Compile a register of town centre buildings needing improvement works. Target and
encourage landlords to invest in and improve their building fronts
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7.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Introduce new ‘town centre business of the year’ awards, e.g. best new entrant,
best customer service, best window display, best new product etc.
Provide support for town centre businesses to maximising external impact and
creating attractive window displays, including those that have non active frontages
Speak to landlords of empty units and persuade them to allow decals on the
windows, to celebrate what's good about Market Weighton
Identify suitable meanwhile and pop-up uses for Asda unit. Consider multi-purpose
venue to include community meeting space, classes, social groups, pop-up cinema,
reading groups, children's activities. All additional uses and footfall drivers
In conjunction, or even ahead of new market offers, the town needs to feel more like
a successful market. Visible activity, bold displays, social gathering, entertainment.
Live up to the name!
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7.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Install new ‘Welcome to Market Weighton Town Centre’ welcome signs at each end
of the town centre offer
Incorporate lists of businesses, by category and type, into the welcome area /
arrival signage. Market Weighton has lots of businesses, many are missed
Encourage, nurture and facilitate more home grown local festivals and events
Encourage visiting external events and themed activities. These can help to build
on existing heritage / history assets that are currently not clearly used
Develop a town centre signage programme to help individual businesses. This
could be a version of the free-standing signs used in Hessle on The Weir. This will
help to address the issue of limited impact and small signs
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7.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

The large planters are a proven asset, however in many instances they are
currently reducing the impact of shops / catering. Obscuring windows and blocking
pavements. Can they be repositioned or grouped to form shade for shared seating
Many customers walk into the town, pavements need to be improved as a customer
facility, along with improved public realm and seating / facilities
Provide a range of business support services to local businesses. Helping them to
adapt and provide appropriate services and goods to MW customers
Develop the Market Weighton ‘Reasons to Trade’ Prospectus to help attract and
secure new businesses for the town
Work with local businesses to help improve the collective visual impact of the offer,
to overcome non active frontages, small windows, small branding / fascia
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8.0 Beverley Recovery Action Plan
8.1 Retail Review
Town Overview
Beverley is a historic market and minster town located 8 miles to the north west of Hull. The town has its roots in
the 8th century and it has performed an important economic, administrative and cultural role since.
The town centre has many historic buildings, streets, vennels and of course Beverley Minster and St Mary's Church.
The offer is easy to use with a natural route that leads visitors from North Bar on north western fringe of the historic
town centre core, down through North Bar Within, Saturday Market, Toll Gavel, Butcher Row through to Wednesday
Market.
The town centre also has a strong reputation for both high quality independent as well as specialist multiple
businesses. In particular the comparison goods offer is excellent, including a wide range of fashion, footwear,
jewelry, accessories, lifestyle and household goods retailers.
The services offer is also extensive, including a wide choice of quality hairdressing, barbers, beauty services, spas,
complementary and medical therapies.
Both the daytime and the evening food & beverage offers have improved and expanded significantly over the last
10 years, with the town developing a deserved reputation as one of the leading eating and drinking destinations in
the north east of England.
Prior to Covid the town offered a strong twice weekly markets and annual events offer including specialist food and
Christmas fairs.
Finally the town overall retail offer was enhanced by the mixed use retail, leisure and food & beverage offer at
Flemingate which opened in 2015. This provided a new mainstream offer targeting families and teenagers which
previously was missing in Beverley.
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8.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Strengths of the town centre offer include:
• Beautiful historic townscape and buildings
• Easy to use shopping offer
• Strong independent offer
• Specialist comparison offer
• Food and beverage offer
• Health / beauty services and financial services
• Strong cultural sector
• Famous and popular events
• Twice weekly markets
• Interesting vennels and side streets
• Two churches
• Flemingate mixed goods offer; strong leisure offer in particular
• Racecourse nearby
• Beverley and its town centre clearly have many and multiple reasons to
visit!
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8.3 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Weaknesses of the town centre offer include:
• Signage within the town is poor
• Flemingate is disconnected
• Management of no vehicles on Toll Gavel
needs improving / tightening, i.e. no vehicles
during core shopping hours
• Much of the street furniture is poor, especially
on Toll Gavel and Butchers Row (prime
shopping areas!)
• The convenience food offer in the core town
centre is limited (to M&S Food)
• Key stakeholders appear to be not working
together optimally
• Lack of a coordinated management function
• Events programme is limited
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8.3 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Opportunities to build on and improve the offer include:
• More collaborative working
• New town centre management structure
• More markets
• Longer events; Xmas and Food Festivals could be
multi-day
• More events post Covid to draw people back
• Better promotion of the offer
• Better physical and virtual integration of Flemingate
• Expanded culture / theatre program of events
• More visible pedestrian activity / street theatre /
external dining / tables & chairs
• Renewed / refreshed street furniture
• Dress the empty units / encourage more pop up and
meanwhile uses
• Better signage package to move people around the
town centre much more effectively and shop the
whole offer
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8.3 Operator Survey: Beverley response dataset of 47 respondents
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Beverley?

Beverley long term satisfaction

Type

%

Reasons to Visit

%

Satisfaction Rating

%

Retail shop

45

Shopping

89

Satisfied

53

Retail services

15

Eating / drinking

75

Neutral

34

Café / restaurant

11

Live nearby

57

Dissatisfied

13

Pub or bar

4

Market

57

Arts / culture / heritage

45

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11 to 15.00

Twice a week

52
15

Parking

On Saturdays it is 11 to 15.00

Daily

Independents

15

Empty shops

On Sundays it is 11 to 15.00

Weekly

Beautiful town
Cleanliness

Not enough
seating

Market

Evening ASB
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8.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
90%
80%

45% 42%

77%

40%

70%
60%

35%

53%

30%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Beverley future trading optimism

What measures have you introduced

25%
28% 28%

20%

26%

15%

15% 15%
2%

38%
33%

31%
24%
18%

16%

10%
5%
0%
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2%

Future optimism

%

Optimistic

67

Neutral

22

Pessimistic

11
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8.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to mix / offer

Improvements wanted to experience

Attribute

%

Attribute

%

More independent operators

70

More parking

48

Better marketing to tourists

47

More customer toilets

39

Better marketing & promotion

38

More trees / green space

37

More events

34

More customer seating

35

Improved public transport

30

More focus on heritage

28

More arts / culture attractions

28

Better security / policing

26

More variety

23

Improved signage

22

Additional specialist markets

19

Cleaner / tidier

22

Better visibility of shops

13

Less congestion

17

Better waste management

11

Improved pavements

15

More / bigger shops

11

Better sense of arrival

15
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8.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Beverley businesses, we
have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

70% 65%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

52%

• Welcome consumers back into the town - promote safe and provide safe
messaging

50%

• Better marketing and promotion, especially to tourists
• Improved and more active use of social media; information and marketing
30% 28%

• More markets and events

26%
20% 20%

• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business support
9% 9% 7%

• Build on the positive outlook and historic positive satisfaction
• More independents, more arts & culture, more variety, better waste
management
• Improve customer experience, parking, facilities, heritage, greening, toilets,
seating and signage
• Develop business group to make it easier for businesses to cross promote
each other and work together more closely to promote Beverley as a whole
• Lots of additional comments about the need for more policing / security / ASB
issues in the evenings
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8.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
According to stakeholders, the key strengths of the town centre were:

To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Beverley, a bespoke
survey was developed for the project and sent to 15 people.
The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councilors, as well as representatives
from other bodies and organisations that have a keen interest in helping
Beverley Town Centre recover and thrive.
Completed surveys were returned from 9 people.
Stakeholders were reminded to complete and return surveys three times
subsequently.

Strengths
History & heritage

Chameleon town centre

Independent businesses

Pedestrianised town centre

Beautiful townscape / buildings

Markets & events

2 churches

Arts & cultural offer

Hospitality sector
In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted the following as key
issues to address:

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 19 March 2021 to further
explore local issues, improvement areas needed and potential
improvement actions. 14 people took part in this workshop.
The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results from
the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.
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Weaknesses
Flemingate is disconnected

Marketing & promotion

Signage around the town centre

Markets & events

Not enough car parking

Stakeholders don’t work well
effectively

Car parking is too expensive

No park & ride

8.0 Beverley Recovery Action Plan
8.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:
Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Bigger existing markets

Improved public transport

More events & promotions

More / bigger markets

More visiting markets

Better daytime F&B

More customer information

Better traffic management

Longer / more events

More variety / choice

Support for businesses

More community activity

Better marketing & promotion

Bigger shops

More cycle racks / parking

Promotion on social media

Better working together

More promotion of Beverley
as being Covid safe

Waste management
General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Benchmark towns included York, Richmond, Helmsley, Truro and Bury
St Edmonds. Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with
four statements, and the key findings were:

Customer experience improvement areas
Less ASB / better security

More seating

More focus on history/heritage

More greenery / trees

Improved signage / information

More toilets

Improved public realm

Cleaner / tidier

• There is clear consensus that Beverley has lots of reasons to visit it
and that stakeholders in the town do not work together optimally
• There were mixed views on whether finding a car parking space is
easy or difficult, and also whether and people would go out more in
the town if the evening offer was better

Respondents were typically either very or quite optimistic about the future
trading prospects of the town centre.

Beverley clearly has lots of opportunities to build and capitalise on.
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8.5 Resident Insight: Beverley response dataset of 631 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

54

Car / van / motorcycle

56

Weekday

61

25-44

30

Walk

45

Saturday

34

65-74

11

Sunday

5

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?

Visit frequency

Main reasons

%

Non food shopping

70

Cafes and restaurants

64

Shopping for food

61

Services

47

4-6 times a week (most days)

Pubs and bars

44

Everyday

Work nearby

42

Meeting friends and relatives

41

% of survey responses

How often do you visit Beverley town centre?
30.0%

23% 23%

20.0%
10.0%

17%

Less than once a month

18%

A couple of times a month
10%

8%

Once a week
2-3 times a week

0.0%
Regularity of visits
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8.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvement perceptions
Positive
Good range of shops, eat & drink,
night time and leisure options

Main other towns visited
Neutral

Negative

None

None

Pleasant environment & safe
Good offer for families

Town

%

Driffield

30

Bridlington

26

Hornsea

24

Cottingham

23

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

More independents

44

Fewer vacant shops

40

Better variety of shops

39

Easier car parking

32

More clothing shops

27

More events

26

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

108

12
127

59
243

488

107
210

40
265

289

246
314
302
298
65
Shop online Shop less Shop locally Shop online Shop more
from local frequently
frequently
businesses

Less likely
No change
More likely
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8.6 Conclusions
It is It is clear from the various research areas undertaken for the project that
Beverley is liked, is a very pleasant place and has much to enjoy about it.
To pull together the findings of the research areas and to set the scene for
the priority recovery actions needed as set out overleaf, we highlight the
following conclusions.
Beverley Town Centre has many strengths to build on
From its history and heritage, traditional market square, multitude of high
quality independent stores, famous food & beverage offer, 2 churches and
extensive cultural and arts sector; there is much to like about the town
centre.
Is a true multi purpose destination centre and has many assets that most
towns and cities across the UK would give their right arms for.
There are however lots of opportunities to improve the visit experience

The online presence of the town is good but could be some much better.
Many more consumers would visit the town centre more often if they knew
about it, were reminded about it or had an additional reason to visit it.
More and longer events and markets are needed to drive footfall
Beverley’s events and market offers are popular and generate significant
benefit for the town centre. Both stakeholders and town centre businesses
do however want to see an expansion of the events and market offer. This
includes in the short term, longer existing events e.g. Xmas + food festival
(i.e. more days), to bigger Wednesday and Saturday markets and more
events that demonstrate the town centre is Covid safe and open for
shoppers.
In the long term it also includes creating more (and additional visiting)
events that celebrate the history and heritage of the town centre, as well as
hosting markets on more days, both regular and occasional ones.
Town centre stakeholders need to work much better together

Many of the ‘basics’ need improving, including pre-information about the
offer, sense of arrival, signage throughout the town centre, cleanliness,
condition of street furniture, availability of public toilets and public seating.

Finally, many stakeholders have shared with us the difficulties of delivering
sustainable improvement. A blame culture seems to have developed in the
town. For the good of the town, its reputation and destination appeal, this
needs resolving urgently. In the new post pandemic world it is in everyone’s
interest than the improvements and actions identified are delivered as soon
as possible.

The quality of the experience does not match the quality of the offer.
The town also needs to do a much better job at marketing and
promoting itself
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8.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Facilitate and encourage ‘Welcome back to safe Beverley Shopping’ events in short
term
Review existing signage package to look for short term improvements. Signage
between the core town centre shopping offer and Flemingate is a priority
improvement needed. Improved signage at key arrival points to rest of the offer is
also a key requirement
Introduce signage programme to promote all parts of the town centre and all
categories of offer, look at how regional malls promote, inform and direct
customers. Needs to include physical signs and virtual, i.e. app based directions
and routing
Assess opportunities to extend and improve the quality / retail delivery standards of
the existing Wednesday and Saturday Markets
Add extra trading days to the Food and Xmas Festivals, reduce crowding on
existing days, promote Covid safe, consider pre-booked time slots
Develop and launch (or facilitate / host) new regular Farmers Market, monthly or
twice monthly
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8.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage landlords of empty units to consider temporary and meanwhile uses that
add to the appeal of the town centre. At the very least to utilise letting decals in the
windows similar to how shopping centres manage their empty units
Introduce the proposed short term part pedestrianisation of Saturday Market
asap
Encourage more businesses to offer external trading, tables and chairs, visible
trading activity to passing pedestrians. This also includes Saturday and Wednesday
Markets as per the recommendation above
Develop more ‘commercial’ trails for the town centre; gourmands tour, cocktail tour,
history and heritage tour, oldest shops tour, artisan makers tour etc..
To generate additional critical mass, encourage businesses to promote themselves
as part of the Beverley Town Centre, i.e. @BeverleyHistoricMarketTown
Encourage businesses to recommend each other and introduce joint promotions
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8.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Provision of short term recovery and business adaptation support, to improve
business skills and help to improve the overall Beverley customer experience
Beverley has a strong mix of independent and regional specialists; these need more
promotion / featuring to promote them and to further differentiate the town. Make
more of the existing assets whilst looking to attract more independents to the town
Identify opportunities to improve the overall customer experience, even in the short
term, improved facilities, seating, pavements, cleaning and temporary greening
Undertake a survey of consumers to assess the importance of being able to park
directly on Saturday and Wednesday Markets, and to explore parking options /
bust myths!
Review parking availability, costs and directional signage. Look at St Hellier
(Jersey) parking app / process for local needs suitability (allows pre-booking and
shows current availability)
Rigorously enforce the existing pedestrianisation!. Absolutely no vehicles down Toll
Gavel between 10.00 and 17.00, including money vans, refuse lorries, delivery vans
etc..
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8.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Develop vision and detailed growth strategy for the town centre
Assess optimum structure for enhanced town centre management. For the
betterment of the town as a whole, this should target the appointment and
employment of a town centre management team
Create a destination brand for the town centre; focus on key strengths which will
differentiate the town, i.e. history, independent offer, strength of F&B sector, cultural
offer, events program etc.
Encourage all key stakeholders to use umbrella brand
Introduce ‘Beverley Business of the Year Awards’. As voted by consumers. Feature
sub categories, e.g. best new comer, best service business, best customers
service, best new product etc.
The customer experience offered by the public realm and all facilities needs to
match the quality and reputation of the offer; great customer facilities, toilets, rest
points, seating, signage, information, street furniture etc.
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8.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Develop additional events with visual theatre, e.g. historic re-enactions, vintage /
revival balls, tea dances, recitals, classic & performance cars, family fun events and
so on. These could be held on Thursday nights during the Summer months and / or
on regular Sundays throughout the year
Undertake ongoing monitoring of business performance
Visit and assess other regional locations to identify other potential new operators
that would also be successful in Beverley
Facilitate more night time safety wardens
Consider joining the ATCM’s Purple Flag night time safety accreditation award
For the benefit of consumers and existing businesses, progress with park & ride
scheme
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8.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Provision of long term business support, new arrivals information packs, best
practice guides for businesses, business planning and growth, marketing and
promotions, social media and communications etc..
Prepare a Prospectus of Opportunities to target and attract new tenants, operators
to fill vacant units. Both as temporary / meanwhile and permanent uses
Compile a register of empty premises with key summary letting information to target
new entrants
Identify opportunities for more ‘Pocket Parks’. Small scale, high quality, rest and
recharge zones, with seating, greening and information
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9.0 Hedon Recovery Action Plan
9.1 Town Overview
Town Overview
Hedon Town Centre is one of the smaller town centres included in the eight-town study. The town’s offer is situated on
St Augustine’s Gate, which runs perpendicular to the main road of Fletcher Gate (B1363). This would previously have been
the main route east from Hull to Holderness and Withernsea.
The town centre is full of older buildings, with most shops having traditional small windows with even smaller panes of glass.
It offers a quaint and historic environment which is unsurprisingly a conservation area (although this is not promoted as such).
At the far end of the core retail area sits the imposing St Augustine’s Church, dwarfing the rest of the town and an indication
of the town's former importance as a medieval centre and port.
Today’s town centre offer is dominated by service providers (circa 15) and a plethora of health and beauty businesses. The
convenience offer includes independent butcher, bakers, fruit and veg, a small Co-op and other small convenience stores.
The hospitality offer feels ‘pub’ dominated due to scale of pubs, but includes coffee shops, cafes, take-aways and a couple of
traditional restaurants. Whilst there may not be lots of choice in each category, there is variety of categories in the town. A
medium sized J Sainsbury’s is located to the west of Hedon Town Centre.
Outside of the retail attractors, other attractors include, library, Hedon Centre, Alexandra Hall, the Museum and the Church
itself.
Hedon benefits from free parking, in small car parks, and in the round a pleasant atmosphere created by the old and
established built environment.
That said, it is a small offer, made to feel smaller as a result of windows, indistinct signage, non active frontages, prominent
vacant units (small in size, but visible locations) parked vehicles on the street, narrow pavements. There is little to remind you
of the offer once in the town and even less to promote it as you pass by, on Fletcher Gate or the main A roads to the south.
The town clearly has many heritage assets, a significant history, but its not evident or used to inform or attract customers.
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9.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Hedon Town Centre benefits from a wide variety of strengths, including:
• The retention of the historic built environment and associated
atmosphere
• Quality of many buildings (although some do need repair and
maintenance)
• Strong and diverse service offer
• Good health and beauty offer
• Good independent operators, when found / noticed
• A reasonable hospitality offer
• Free parking in and close to the town
• Some convenience providers, including specialists
• The Church and other non-retail attractors, library, Hedon Centre and
Alexandra Hall
• Nearby and adjacent residential properties
• It is an established centre, with a captive audience, and visitors
The strengths are focussed on the buildings, environment and historic
appeal. The offer is playing a supporting role, outside of services and
possibly hospitality.
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9.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Unfortunately Hedon does have quite a few weaknesses to address in
order to maximise its potential and build on the assets and heritage.
These include:
• No promotion of ‘local shops’ / ‘village centre’ / ‘historic town centre’
• Limited visibility and impact for the existing offer, as a result of overall
size, unit sizes, window sizes and unit signage
• Prominent vacant units, particularly on west side of the main street
• No evident leisure offer
• Limited connectivity to heritage attractors or history of the town
• No visible promotion of conservation area
• Narrow footpaths, narrow streets, parked vehicles all combine to
detract from the heritage environment
• No visible public transport access
• Possibly magnified by snow, but streets felt a bit scruffy and in need of
cleaning
• Need for improved maintenance of private realm and buildings / shop
fronts
• A local convenience centre that needs to be more convenient and easy
to use
A town where the visible weaknesses outweigh the visible strengths, it
could be and should be far more appealing.
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9.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Hedon has the potential to provide a far more rewarding experience to its
regular shopper, visitor and user. This doesn’t require the creation of
major additional trading space, however it does need to build on the core
assets and attraction of the town centre, whilst improving some of the
fabric, facilities and buildings.
There are opportunities to improve the offer and add additional layers of
appeal, through targeting preferred businesses for the vacant units. This
may require flexibility in terms of adapting buildings, within the
requirements of the conservation area. Additional offers need to
compliment the existing offer, increase the critical mass and appeal.
There are opportunities to improve the promotion of and information about
the towns offer, both at the perimeter and within the town itself.
There may also be opportunities to allow existing non active frontages to
become more active in terms of welcoming customers, or even promoting
the towns heritage and assets.
The range of service providers and health and beauty operators are also
an asset to build on, as is the existing hospitality offer which could be
improved with quality coffee shops and more extensive restaurants /
dining offers.
Finally given the history, and heritage their must be further opportunities
for events, animations and also markets, not least on Market Hill, beside
the Church.
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9.3 Operator Survey: Hedon response dataset of 7 respondents. ERYC provided a list of circa 75 businesses, of which 14 had email addresses.
Existing Performance (reported by number of businesses)
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Hedon?

Long term satisfaction with Hedon?

Type

N

Reason to Visit

N

Satisfaction Rating

N

Retail shop

2

Shopping

6

Satisfied / Very

2

Services (various)

4

Live nearby

4

Neutral

3

Pub / bar / Cafe

0

Services

4

Dissatisfied / Very

2

Eating / drinking

4

Work nearby

3

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

N

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Twice a week

4

Parking

On Saturdays it is 09.00 to 11.00 and
11.00 to 15.00

Daily

0

Compact, choice
ease of use

Once a week

1

History / heritage

Facilities

Community

Information /
signage

Attractive

Lack of support

On Sundays most are closed
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9.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
60%
50%

57%

20%

67% 67%

N

Very optimistic

1

Quite optimistic

3

40%

Neutral

2

30%

Quite pessimistic

1

Very pessimistic

0

60%

43% 43%

50%

50%
29% 29% 29%
14% 14%

Future trading optimism for Hedon?
Outlook Optimism

70%

40%
30%

What measures have you introduced

17% 17% 17%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%

0% 0%
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9.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to mix / offer

Improvements wanted to experience

Attribute

N

Attribute

N

More evening restaurants

5

Improved signage

4

More variety

4

More customer seating

4

More events

4

More parking

4

More independent operators

4

Improved safety and security

3

Better visibility of shops

3

Improved pavements

2

Improved regular market

3

Better access to shops

2

Additional specialist markets

3

Better security / policing

2

Better marketing and promotion

3

More focus on heritage

2

More daytime food options

2

More housing in town centre

2

Enhanced targeting of tourists

2
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9.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Hedon businesses, we
have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

86%

• More events to attract footfall, Covid recovery and long term
71% 71% 71%

• More and better promotion of town, assets, walks, history and heritage
• Improve ‘visibility of shops and offer / existing strengths

57%

• Build on attractiveness of location and heritage / history

43% 43%

• Introduce more variety into offer, more independents, more evening hospitality
and daytime cafes

29% 29%
14% 14%

• Help more businesses to adapt, provide more business support
• Improve markets offer and introduce more markets
• Improve customer experience and public realm, pavements, better facilities,
more information and signage
• Address parking issues and bottle-neck issues
• Improve overall satisfaction and support positive / optimistic outlook
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9.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Hedon, a bespoke survey
was developed for the project and sent to 5 people.
The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies, and organisations that have a keen interest in helping
Hedon Town Centre recover and thrive.

Stakeholders identified a wide range of strengths including:
Strengths
History and Heritage

Royal Charter, Mint Town, Port

Church and Museum

Historic buildings

Completed surveys were returned from one stakeholder.

Established festivals, music and
beer

VFM housing, close to Hull

Stakeholders were contacted and asked to complete and return surveys
three times in total.

Recent population growth

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 3 March 2021 to further explore
local issues, improvement areas needed and potential improvement
actions. Nine people took part in this workshop, with a further two
apologies for non availability.
The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results /
feedback from the stakeholder survey and the well attended stakeholder
workshop.

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted a wide variety of issues,
including
Weaknesses
Narrow streets

Some shop fronts

Narrow pavements

Visibility and impact of the offer

Empty units
Lack of signage / information
Lost anchors, banks, P.O.
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9.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:

In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Improve visibility of shops

More marketing and promotion

More events

More recovery support

Improve existing market

Target visitors / tourists

More promotion

More markets, visiting

More specialist markets

More arts and culture

Promoting ‘safe’ Hedon

More social media activity

More customer information

More community activity

More events
General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Beverley and Pocklington identified as benchmarks, how can Hedon
learn from these on a smaller scale?

Customer experience improvement areas
Better signage

Cleaner / tidier

Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with four statements,
and the key findings were:

Improve pavements

More seating

• No definite view whether Hedon benefits from lots of reasons to visit

Better access to shops

More parking

• A positive view about eating out in the town if offer was better

Stronger sense of arrival

Focus on Heritage

• Positive view about stakeholders working well together in the town
• Its not easy to find a place to park in Hedon
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9.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Actions and Ongoing Recovery Actions
Stakeholders were typically either quite or very optimistic about the future trading prospects of the town centre.
There were a number of additional actions identified through the survey and workshop, over and above those already listed,
these have been detailed below:
• More emphasis needed on the history and heritage of the town, and to use this as a catalyst for additional visits
• Hedon is a small centre, it needs collective and critical mass, all assets and attractions working together
• Develop an identity based around the historic town, then use it to drive customers locals, regulars and visitors
• Use the old buildings to create trails and walks, with history and information visible
• Integrate the Church, Museum and small green spaces
• More events, build on success of beer and music festivals
• New market stalls, additional markets and visiting themes
• Increase space for customer facilities, external seating, pavements
• Use the conservation zone, improve shop fronts and collective visual impact
• Better management and policing of parking spaces
• Use vacant units for pop-up and meanwhile uses to test new additions to the town
• Improve signage and information about the town and its offer
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9.5 Resident Insight: Hedon response dataset of 86 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

42

Car / van / motorcycle

52

Weekday

81

65-74

27

Walk

47

Saturday

15

25-44

21

Sunday

4

Visit frequency

% of survey responses

50%

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?

How often do you visit Hedon town centre?
40%

40%
30%
20%
10%

14% 15%

15% 13%

3%

0%

Main reasons

%

Less than once a month

Shopping for food

79

A couple of times a month

Services

58

Once a week

Live nearby

55

2-3 times a week

Cafes and restaurants

45

4-6 times a week (most days)

Pubs and bars

38

Everyday

Non food shopping

37

Regularity of visits
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9.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive

Negative

Town

%

Safety

Leisure offer

Beverley

70

Town centre environment

Needs of younger residents

Withernsea

35

Evening facilities

Hornsea

30

Catering and shops
Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

Better variety of shops

54

Easier parking

50

Fewer vacancies

48

More evening catering

45

More independents

35

Better quality shops

33

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
100
80
60
40
20
0
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1
24
61

Shop online

14
28
44
Shop
locally

10

5
35

40
27

41

46
32

6
Shop online Shop more Shop less
from local frequently frequently
businesses

Less likely
No change
More likely
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9.6 Conclusions
Hedon has the potential to be a little jewel for its residents, ERYC and
wider visitors and users
Hedon is a small town, stuffed full of history, heritage, old buildings,
quintessentially appealing English architecture. To the south the core ‘high
street’ is at right angles to the passing traffic and to the north sits the
imposing St Augustine’s Church. The town will always be small and
compact, this is part of its charm and appeal.
Unfortunately some of the buildings need a little ‘tlc’ or even more
refurbishment to fully optimise the appeal.
The down side of the historic nature of the small centre is that roads and
paths are narrow, the customer experience from a ‘convenience’ oriented
centre is not as convenient as it might be. Parking can be difficult to access
and use, traffic can easily block access to shops and dominate sightlines.
The general facilities in the town are limited, and as a result of the built
environment shop fronts are small and underwhelming.
Hedon’s strengths are overshadowed by its weaknesses
The various research areas have all identified a variety of strengths for
Hedon Town Centre, these include the heritage, popular events, strong
service offer, additional attractors beyond retail and catering, an established
customer base and the compact town centre.
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The weaknesses do outweigh the strengths, some have already been listed,
others include limited public transport access, difficulty parking at times,
uncomfortable for pedestrians, lack of promotion and information. Other
limitations include poor signage, poor sightlines and visibility of offer from
Fletcher Gate, prominent vacant units (albeit not too many), poor integration
of heritage, history and green space assets.
Hedon’s future success will be based on collective critical mass
As a small centre Hedon needs to harness all the components and combine
them into a clear offer, that all hangs together. A disparate offer made up of
individual components will not achieve impact and recognition with the
customer.
The logical direction is to build on the appeal of the history, heritage,
buildings. To create a centre that local people and wider visitors will want to
choose to use. However this does not mean trying to preserve the offer in
aspic. The content and the offer needs to evolve and improve so as to
remain in line with customer demand. Well maintained and attractive
exteriors, contemporary interiors.
Furthermore the overall ease of use, facilities, access and reasons to visit
will need to improve.
The following actions will help Hedon to achieve its potential and become a
strong sustainable small centre.

9.0 Hedon Recovery Action Plan
9.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Improved signage to announce town centre and its offer. Hedon Historic Town
Centre / Village Centre / Local shops and services. At all access points to the town,
particularly from Fletcher Gate
Promote town centre offer at major A road intersections
Remind shoppers at J Sainsbury’s about the town and its core offers
Improved signage at and from the main car park and other parking areas
Improve signage and information at major bus stops, including on Fletcher Gate
Create information packs, maps, plans, web site downloads about existing town
centre offer, to include the heritage and history about towns and buildings
Develop the Hedon Covid re-opening portal, detailing shops / businesses that are
open, when, contact details how to purchase
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9.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Introduce new additional visiting markets, mini events and animations, as a test /
precursor for a more structured programme
Use vacant premises for meanwhile and temporary uses, exhibitions, pop up
information centres, new test catering and hospitality.
Use vacant premises to provide secondary display points for local businesses and
or additional seating for existing hospitality
Introduce window display competition, to include ‘most improved’ and to include
category prizes. Offer training and support when announcing the competition
What role is Alexandra Hall providing? How can its existing use his be clearer and
how can it be more widely used.
Work with local non-retail anchors to share footfall and to promote other attractors,
including the Library, Churches, Community facilities
The Town Hall is a large non active frontage, how can it be brought to active status,
weddings, societies, film sets?
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9.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Introduce more visible pavement seating as a means to highlight existing and new
offers. Ensure that external seating and activity is of good quality and high standard,
in keeping with conservation area
Improve visibility and collective impact of the offer through improved shop front
signage and stronger use of windows. How can Hedon develop a strong and inkeeping signage format that increase impact for shops and businesses and
supports the conservation area appeal. Look at the Victorian arcades in Leeds for
inspiration, quality projecting signage, even 3D imagery will add impact and interest.
Look at town signs, repeat in the centre for shops
Hedon has to be an easy place to visit and use, improved signage is one aspect,
improved pavements, information, seating, facilities, access will all benefit the town
Improve the quality of the public realm across the town, deep cleaning, repairs and
maintenance, upgrade facilities and equipment, seating, planters etc.. include the
nearby green spaces as part of the towns offer. Use conservation area as a positive
tool to curate the towns environment
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9.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Identify wider local heritage and cultural attributes and use them to help differentiate
Hedon, and attract visits to the town centre
Undertake a gap analysis to identify relevant uses for the vacant premises, then
work with property owners to target suitable business operators. Use the Hedon
Information Pack to attract new businesses to the town
Develop a markets and events programme for the town, include the Church and
adjacent Market Hill area, possible themes, are heritage, Hedon Port, history days,
car free days
Develop a history trail for the town, highlighting what buildings were previously used
for, famous occupants, artisan makers etc.. Buildings to have information panels.
Suitable for local schools and for family day trips
Provide training and guides for windows and external impact
Introduce a Hedon Cherished initiative, to improve buildings and private realm, work
with local property owners and business operators. Explore opportunities for grants
and or loans for external improvement. Build on Conservation area as an asset and
reason to visit the town
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Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
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10.1 Town Overview
Town Overview
Withernsea is a coastal / seaside town. It is described as being the focal point for a cluster of small towns and villages that make up the Holderness area
to the east of Hull and south of Hornsea. The combined beach and seaside offer is a recognised leisure destination, attracting regular visits from the local
area and region, as well as destination visitors to its caravan parks and holiday accommodation.
The seafront area of the town, which is very close to the parallel retail core of the town, has benefitted from investment and refurbishment over recent
years. There are further plans and proposals to reinstate the towns ‘famous’ pier, albeit on a reduced scale due to the funding requirement. There
continues to be local fishing activity with small fishing boats being towed into and out of the sea via a dedicated slip way.
The retail offer is mainly provided along Queen Street between the junctions with Pier Road and Hull Road. Pier Road along with Seaside Road forms a
pedestrian circuit via the Promenade or Memorial Avenue. In between these two roads sits Valley Gardens a public space used for leisure activities and
concerts. These combine with the seafront and a limited number of amusement arcades to form the seasonal leisure attraction for the town.
The retail offer is concentrated into a small area, anchor stores include a large and visually dominant Aldi, a strongly branded Original Factory Shop, post
office and a small Boots. The remaining retail offers are small in scale with limited impact or visibility (even outside of Covid lockdown). The service and
health and beauty provision is numerically dominant, totalling circa 20 units. Unsurprisingly the hospitality sector is the largest offer, including several
large pubs, many fish and chip shops, eat in and take away, and a selection of café’s coffee shops and take-aways also adding to the offer. The
restaurant offer is limited in quantum and quality.
There is a small indoor market, of sorts, although it is hidden from view. There is signage for the outdoor market, although it is not clear when it trades or
what it offers.
The town centre has a number of non retail attractors; community hospital, leisure centre, kids play and Meridian Hall.
Whilst the review was completed ‘out of season’ and in a Covid lockdown, the over-riding impression of Withernsea Town Centre is that it feels a down at
heel, with most buildings and shop fronts in need of maintenance. The public realm in the town core retail area is not welcoming or appealing. It feels as
if businesses don’t care. There is certainly no excitement or reminding consumers of the strengths of the town and reasons to choose to use it.
The recent investment in the seafront is great for the town, unfortunately it magnifies the issues for the retail area.
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10.2 Retail Review
Strengths
We have summarised the key strengths identified in the review below:
• Non retail anchor attractors, including bus terminus, community
hospital, Meridian Centre, leisure centre, Valley Gardens and the
seafront
• Easy access into town centre and available parking
• Nearby residential areas, adjacent and accessible
• Additional seasonal visitors to town and caravan parks
• Quality of some caravan parks
• Wide pavements
• Signage for outdoor market
• In town convenience stores
• Community support (charity food shops)
• Leisure attractions
• Seafront area
• Daytime catering (although not during lockdown)
The strengths tend to be the non-retail aspects of the town.
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10.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Weaknesses identified during the review included:
• Dispersed nature of non retail attractors, away from core retail area
• Limited interaction / connectivity with non retail anchors
• Non active rear frontage of Aldi, store facing away from the town
centre
• Dominance of two ‘value’ retail brands, Aldi and Original Factory Shop
• Condition of buildings, public realm and private realm
• Poor use of shop fronts, and windows. Visible shutters
• Dominant negative messaging for leisure attractions
• Cleaning and condition of pavements, facilities, seating and signage
• Limited retail offer
• Lack of impact for services, and health and beauty offer
• Limited catering offer, limited choice and basic positioning
• Disconnected Tesco store
• Hidden indoor market, lack of signage and routing
• Lack of town centre promotion from seafront
• Impression of a lack of care for the town and its offer, limited visible
investment, charm or character
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10.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Withernsea Town Centre is currently the weak link in the appeal and use
of the town. In order to achieve its potential it needs to match the quality
and appeal of some of the wider assets, and then continue to improve its
offer and overall experience to reward the customers for their support,
loyalty and expenditure.
The business owners, property owners, stakeholders and councils all have
parts to play in ensuring the Withernsea turns a corner, improves and
successfully repositions itself with residents and visitors alike.
The core town centre needs to be a more appealing and attractive place.
This starts with improving the existing offer and facilities. Then adding
additional offers to expand the choice. The current experience is needs
driven as opposed to desire. Given the natural assets of the town, it
should be a place that people want to visit as well as need to visit.
The retail and hospitality offer needs to have a more visible presence, and
this starts with a ground up approach from each individual business, then
clusters of business types, streets and eventually the whole town.
The various assets of the town need to share customers and link to each
other. And they need to review how they can individually an collectively
drive footfall into and throughout the town.
Currently it is hard to discern the character of Withernsea the place, it
needs to be visible, tangible, so that consumers can readily connect to it.
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10.3 Operator Survey: Withernsea response dataset of 10 respondents. ERYC provided a list of circa 110 businesses, of which 30 had email addresses.
Existing Performance (reported by number of businesses)
Business Types

Reasons customers are in Withernsea?

Long term satisfaction with Withernsea?

Type

N

Reason to Visit

N

Satisfaction Rating

N

Retail shop

6

Shopping

8

Satisfied

0

Services (various)

3

Live nearby

8

Neutral

3

Pub / bar / Cafe

1

Services

3

Dissatisfied

7

Eating / drinking

4

Work nearby

5

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

N

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Twice a week

6

Location, beach, coastal

Tatty, scruffy

On Saturdays it is 09.00 to 11.00

Daily

1

Pavements

Poor shops and choice

On Sundays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Once a week

3

Friendly

Lack of attractions

None

Public realm
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10.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
60%
50%

50%

30% 30%

0%

40% 40%

N

35%

Very optimistic

0

30%

Quite optimistic

1

Neutral

6

Quite pessimistic

2

Very pessimistic

1

20%
15%
10% 10% 10% 10%

10%
0%

Future trading optimism for Withernsea?
Outlook Optimism

25%

20%
10%

45%
40%

40%
30%

What measures have you introduced

5%
0%
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10.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to experience

Improvements wanted to mix / offer
Attribute

N

Attribute

N

More variety

5

More parking

6

Improved regular market

4

Cleaner / tidier

5

Enhanced targeting of tourists

4

Better security / policing

5

More / bigger shops

3

Better access to shops

2

More events

3

Better sense of arrival

2

More evening restaurants

3

Public realm improvements

2

More independent operators

2

More housing in town centre

2

Improved public transport

2
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10.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Withernsea businesses,
we have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

• More events to attract footfall, more attractions and reasons to visit

60%

• More and better promotion of town, assets

50% 50%

• More promotion to tourists

40%

• Improve ‘visibility’ and impact of shops and offer / existing strengths

30%

• Introduce more variety into offer, more evening hospitality

20%

• Help more businesses to adapt, provide more business support

10% 10% 10%

• Improve markets offer and introduce more markets
0% 0%

• Improve customer experience and public realm, pavements, better facilities,
more information and signage
• Improve cleaning and scruffy look / feel
• Improve arrival
• Improve overall satisfaction levels and long term negative trend
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10.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Withernsea, a bespoke
survey was developed for the project and sent to 30 people.

Stakeholders identified a wide range of strengths including:

The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies, businesses and organisations that have a keen interest
in helping Withernsea Town Centre recover and thrive.

Strengths (* denotes multiple mentions)
Compact and linear town centre *

Independents, anchors stores,
non-retail anchors

Beach, prom, seafront *

Tourists, caravan visitors

Completed surveys were returned from ten stakeholders.

Parking (free) *

Cafes

Stakeholders were contacted and asked to complete and return surveys
three times in total.

Friendly

Bike racks, wide pavements

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 9 March 2021 to further explore
local issues, improvement areas needed and potential improvement
actions. Nineteen people took part in this workshop.
The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results /
feedback from the stakeholder survey and the well attended stakeholder
workshop.
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In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted a wide variety of issues,
including:
Weaknesses (* denotes multiple mentions)
Limited offer, choice, quality *

Town of two halves

Quality of shop fronts / environment *

Poor hospitality eating offer

Congestion *

Public transport, location

Forgotten town / overlooked *

Markets

Early closing, seasonal opening *

Empty shops / cafes

10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards the mix and offer, stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:

In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs a lot of actions including the following:

Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

More variety (6)

More targeting of tourists (5)

More events (8)

More customer information (4)

More evening restaurants (6)

More leisure offers, more events (3)

More promotion (7)

More recycling points (3)

New regular market (5)

Better visibility of shops, bigger (3)

Promoting ‘safe’ Withernsea (8)

More social media activity (2)

More marketing / promotion (5)

More visiting markets, improved
public transport, more independents
(3)

More recovery support (7)

More community activity (2)

More markets, visiting (6)

Community activity (2)

Southwold, Saltburn, Cottingham, Beverley, Bridlington and Malton were
identified as benchmarks for Withernsea learn from.

General improvements wanted to customer experience included:
Customer experience improvement areas
Better signage (6)

Better security / policing (4)

Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with four statements,
and the key findings were:

Stronger sense of arrival (6)

Focus on heritage (3)

• Its easy to find a place to park in Withernsea

Cleaner / tidier (6)

Better lighting (2)

• Broad agreement that Withernsea benefits from lots of reasons to visit

Public realm improvements (5)

Trees and greening (2)

• A positive view about eating out in the town if offer was better
• A mixed, but negative view about stakeholders working well together in
the town
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10.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Actions and Ongoing Recovery Actions
Stakeholders were typically optimistic about the future trading prospects of the town centre, although a group were unsure or negative.
There was a considerable number of additional actions identified through the survey and workshop, over and above those already listed, these have been
detailed below:
• More connectivity between the seafront and retail core
• Aspiration for a thriving, active and successful town
• More leisure provision, more experiences, more to appeal to young families
• The need for an active Chamber of Trade to lead on local community focussed activity
• Increase the seaside appeal, entertainment factor
• Improve condition of town centre, shops, public realm, private realm, seating; match standards of seafront
• Improve quality and choice for year round residents and seasonal visitors
• Base the whole town around the seafront, one continuous experience
• Improve traffic flows, sort congestions points
• Needs a clear strategy, collective support, leadership and funding to implement change
• Build on success of Withstock Festival, more events, more markets, more use of heritage and all assets
• Attract local producers and artisans into the town centre, provide suitable quality space and facilities to trade
• Improve the welcome, signage and information
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10.5 Resident Insight: Withernsea response dataset of 58 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

45

Walk

36

Weekday

91

25-44

24

Car / van / motorcycle

60

Saturday

7

65-74

24

Sunday

2

Visit frequency

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?
How often do you visit Withernsea town centre?

% of survey responses

35%

32%

30%

26%

25%

21%

20%

16%

15%

0%

%

Less than once a month

Shopping for food

81

A couple of times a month

Services

53

Once a week

Live nearby

53

Non food shopping

36

Cafes and restaurants

35

Meeting friends and relatives, and leisure

29

2-3 times a week

10%
5%

Main reasons

5%

4-6 times a week (most days)

0%

Everyday
Regularity of visits
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10.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive

Negative

Town

%

Safety

Evening facilities

Hornsea

48

Range of shops

Hedon

47

Needs of younger residents

Beverley

47

Leisure offer

Hull

31

Catering and environment

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:

Attribute

%

Better quality shops

76

Better variety of shops

67

More evening food and beverage

59

More leisure offers
Fewer vacancies
Cleaner / tidier and better environment

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

47
47
41 each
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0
14
44

19
24
13

Shop
online

Shop
locally

3

6
32
18

25

26

23

29

Less likely

4
Shop Shop more Shop less
online from frequently frequently
local
businesses

No change
More likely

10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.6 Conclusions

Withernsea is a small, traditional seaside town. It is a ‘destination’ town on
many levels, it is over 30 minutes from both Hull and Hornsea. It benefits
from its own local resident base and it provides services and a retail
(convenience offer) to the local surrounding villages and their residents.
Withernsea has a number of assets and strengths to build on, not least the
accessible beach and seafront, which is flat, without cliffs and major drops to
the beach. The beach and seas are viewed as safe and family friendly.
There has been investment to improve the seafront environment and more
is planned including a new contemporary Pier.
In addition to local and surrounding residents, there are thousands of
seasonal visitors to the large caravan parks on either side of the town.
The town centre is compact, immediately adjacent to the prom and seafront,
these potentially form a loop that could connect ‘high street’ seafront, leisure
and catering areas.
The core town centre experience is however poor, with an evident lack
of care in how the businesses are presented and comparatively to the
seafront. The town presents a tired and poor condition public (and
private) realm.
Businesses report poor historic performance and a negative outlook, the
town centre experience projects this, the long term dissatisfaction is all too
evident.
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The good news is that there are many opportunities to improve the offer,
experience, outlook and indeed the business performance in the town.
There is a desire to improve and awareness of the need.
The key is to integrate the seafront and the whole town offers; make it
a seamless, joined-up experience.
There are a few essential areas to be improved and these include:
• Improve the quality of the high street environment
• Improve shop fronts, windows, buildings
• Improve visibility and impact, create themed areas, integrate leisure onto
the high street, more active frontages and visible activity
• Improve the promotional activity
• More events and visiting markets, repeated in season and also out of
season
• Improved arrival, signage and information
• Stronger use of non retail attractions, as part of the overall offer
Withernsea: Enjoy, Play, Meet, Eat and Shop by the Sea

10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Improve the first impressions of the town, the arrival, cleanliness and general
condition. Demonstrate visible ‘care’ for the town
Improve the quality of the public realm across the town, deep cleaning, repairs and
maintenance, upgrade facilities and equipment, seating, planters, bike parking etc..
Work with all businesses to make optimum use of their frontages, including
decorated shutters when closed, better windows when open and upper levels
Engage with Aldi to animate and activate its large frontage or look to use the
pavement area in front of the store, on the corner.
Encourage businesses to employ external merchandising, with good quality
presentation
Explore opportunities to animate Meridian Hall exterior / promote content / activities
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Local Stakeholders Local Businesses

10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Introduce window display competition, to include ‘most improved’ and to include
category prizes
Provide training and support to improve shopfronts and use of windows
Reinforce the ‘Welcome to Withernsea Town Centre and Seafront’ statement at all
opportunities; make the link stronger right from the first impression
Introduce a Withernsea Wonders initiative, to improve buildings and private realm,
work with local property owners and business operators. Explore opportunities for
grants and or loans for external improvement
Create information packs, maps, plans, web site downloads about existing town
centre offer, include hidden and more remote businesses and areas. Make a
feature of strong local independents, markets when trading and the catering offer
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10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Distribute information packs to all local visitor attractions and all caravan parks
Develop a clear and recognisable USP for Withernsea, it is currently completely
hidden. ‘Family fun at Withernsea Town Centre and seaside’
Provide a cross section of reasons to visit, for residents, for visitors, for caravan
owners and visitors. Develop a promotional calendar, aimed at both locals and
visitor / tourists
Develop the Covid re-opening portal, detailing shops / businesses that are open,
when, contact details how to purchase
Make more of the offer and facilities of the leisure centre, use retail park style totem,
what's on and when
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10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Create and promote a clear circuit for the town centre and seafront, promote the
destination and next steps /attractions along the way, seafront (fun by the sea) and
‘eat by the sea’, shop by the sea and so on
Integrate the seafront with the town centre and vice versa, can there be fun
activities on the pavements of the town centre, can shops have display cases on
the sea front? Can the new Pier be represented in the town itself?
Encourage shop front owners to have more iconic signage, follow the lead of the
Crab walk icon (see Camden Market Street Shop fronts, 3 dimensional signs)
Work with local non-retail anchors to share footfall and to promote other attractors,
including the leisure centre, Meridian Hall, bus terminus, community hospital etc.
Counteract the ‘value’ domination of Aldi and Original Factory Shop, through
maximised visibility of other offers, use category signage to emphasise critical mass
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10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Make much more of the markets opportunities. The outdoor market needs
description of offer and frequency, the indoor market is hidden, needs external
trading. Summer market along the seafront. ‘on our doorstep’ market for local
producers
Encourage and introduce more visible pavement seating and café culture. Ensure
that external seating and activity is of good quality and high standard
Prepare the annual events and animations calendar. This needs to include both ‘inseason’ events and out of season events for local residents. Note in-season can
repeat frequently as visitors change throughout the season
Use the seafront assets as drivers of footfall, fishing vessels, tractors, slipway, Pier
towers, fountains and so on
Improve the fountain’s signage – positive message, please use and enjoy safely
etc.
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10.0 Withernsea Recovery Action Plan
10.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Identify local heritage and cultural attributes and use them to help differentiate
Withernsea, and attract visits to the town centre
Promote all key elements of the town, seafront, lighthouse, markets, seafront
catering quarter (branded with local relevant name)
Provide ongoing business support to help businesses adapt and to attract new
businesses to the town (both short and medium to long term actions)
Develop a Reasons to Trade in Withernsea Prospectus, to help attract new
businesses to the town
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.1 Town Overview
The town of Goole has been an important centre of commerce and industrial activity for nearly 200 years. Its growth is
particularly based on its direct links to the North Sea as well as the industrial conurbations of Leeds, Manchester and
Liverpool as a result of the development of the cross country canals completed in the nineteenth century.
In more recent times the town has been the focus of industrial, manufacturing and distribution, especially near the
motorway, although the Docks continue to provide a crucial role in the supporting the local economy.
As a result of the above history and development, the town centre has a rich tapestry of attractive and well maintained
Victorian buildings.
Unfortunately over the last 10 – 15 years and in common with many sub-regional ex-industrial towns, the town centre
has been under pressure by the combined competitive forces of the rise of out of town retailing, large format
supermarkets, growth of the deep discount retailers and the consumer move towards more online spending. The recent
Covid Pandemic has exacerbated these pressure and added further challenges for the town centre.
As a result of the above challenges, the town centre currently has many vacant and / or poorly maintained retail units,
especially large ones and particularly in the core Boothferry Road Pedestrianised Precinct.
Despite this, local residents are proud of living in Goole and are a friendly bunch, with a strong sense of community
spirit being evident.
The challenge for the town centre is for it to reinvent itself as a place with multiple reasons to visit it, be they social, food
and beverage related, leisure and cultural.
The town has recently received the very positive news that it is to benefit from circa £25m investment to help regenerate
key buildings in and around the town centre to create more opportunities for enterprise as well as generate employment.
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Strengths of the offer include:
• Core town centre area is clean and tidy
• Train station is centrally located, easily accessible and has well
maintained external area around entrance
• Lots of free parking near town centre
• Town centre has multiple reasons to visit it; town centre consists
of several components
• New shared public seating is attractive and convenient
• Combined arts, culture, entertainment and information available at
The Junction
• The external seating outside the F&B units on the Boothferry Road
pedestrianised area seem popular and well used
• There are three supermarkets on the edge of the town centre
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11.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Weaknesses of the offer include:
• Plethora of dominant and visibly large vacant units
• Limited food store provision in the core town centre - none of the
three supermarkets near the town centre are well integrated
• Empty market hall (being refurbished)
• Charged for parking in Wesley Square – hostile parking signage
• Much of the 1st floor space above the Boothferry Road shop units
appears empty or under utilised and not visibly occupied by
residential units
• Much of the streetscape and built environment on Pasture Road
is in poor condition, especially the pavements
• The underpasses linking the core Boothferry Road and Pasture
Road present an unappealing pedestrian experience
• Town centre is dissected when trains are arriving / departing
station, causing traffic congestion
• The various component parts of the town centre feel
disconnected and fragmented
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11.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
There are several ways the town centre offer and
consumer experience could be improved, including:
• More vacant units being used for temporary /
meanwhile uses
• More active casual leisure facilities and offers
available
• New indoor market / enterprise businesses within
the old market hall
• More events and local celebrations in town centre
• More markets (regular & visiting)
• Better signage between the various components of
the offer
• More town centre living
• More town centre working – hub / enterprise space
• Better parking (availability and ease of use) for
workers, especially at lunch times
• Encourage more consumer friendly uses in docks
(new residential units, more events, retail / F&B
facilities and so on)
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.3 Operator Survey: Goole response dataset of 71 respondents
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Goole?

Goole long term satisfaction

Type

%

Reasons to Visit

%

Satisfaction levels

%

Retail shop

46

Shopping

55

Satisfied

24

Retail services

21

Live nearby

49

Neutral

39

Financial services

11

Work nearby

45

Dissatisfied

22

Café / restaurant

6

Eating / drinking

35

Using retail / financial services

45

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11 to 15.00

Once a week

37

On Saturdays it is 11 to 15.00

Twice a week

30

Friendly /
community

Empty shops /
vacancies

On Sundays most businesses don’t open

Daily

18

Train station

Lack of variety

Well maintained
core area

Lack of
entertainment
Not enough free
parking
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11.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid
80%
70%

50%
68%
40%

60%
50%

41%

30%

42%

25% 25%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Goole future trading optimism

What measures have you introduced

20%

25%
13% 13% 11% 11%

7%

15%

10%
4%
0%
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13%

10% 8%

6%

3%

Future optimism

%

Optimistic

31

Neutral

28

Pessimistic

31

11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to mix / offer

Improvements wanted to experience

Attribute

%

Attribute

%

More / bigger shops

58

More parking

46

More variety

46

Better access to shops

30

Improved regular market

39

Cleaner / tidier

28

Better visibility of shops

34

More customer toilets

27

More events

32

More trees / green space

21

More evening restaurants

30

Improved pavements

18

Additional specialist markets

18

Better sense of arrival

17

More independent operators

17

Better security / policing

17

Improved public transport

17

More public art

10

More day time food options

15

Less congestion

10

More leisure offers

10

More focus on heritage

7
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11.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted

Improvement Needs Summary

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Goole businesses,
we have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

70% 65%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

• More empty units being brought back into life (especially the bigger
ones); new businesses and / or temporary / meanwhile uses

49%
41% 38%

• More markets and events

37%
28%

• More independents, more community activity, more arts & culture,
more leisure and more variety

21%
17%
10%8%

• Welcome consumers back into the town - promote safe shopping
7% 6% 6% 6%

4% 4% 3%

0%

0%

• Better marketing and promotion, including improved and more active
use of social media for information and marketing
• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business
support
• Improve customer experience, more free parking, facilities, heritage,
greening, toilets, seating, signage and security / management of ASB
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11.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Goole, a bespoke survey
was developed for the project and sent to 49 people.
The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies and organisations that have a keen interest in helping
Goole Town Centre recover and thrive.
Completed surveys were returned from 16 people.
Stakeholders were reminded to complete and return surveys three times
subsequently.

According to stakeholders, the key strengths of the town centre were:
Strengths
Connectivity / access

Community spirit

Historical buildings

Town centre parking

Pedestrianised central area

Centrally located rail station

Pleasant environment

Strategic location

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted the following as key
issues to address:

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 9 June 2021 to further explore
local issues, improvement areas needed and potential improvement
actions. 16 people took part in this workshop.
The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results from
the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.
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Weaknesses
Empty premises

Rents too high

Poor access from station

Many shabby buildings

Level crossing causes congestion
/ Railway cuts town in half

Very limited night time economy

Lack of offer / facilities for kids

Leisure offer

Business rates too high

Poor quality developments

11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:

Respondents were typically quite optimistic about the future trading
prospects of the town centre.
In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

Offer and mix improvement areas
More shops / less vacancies

Improve existing market

More daytime F&B

Better marketing & promotion

More evening F&B

Improved public transport

More visiting markets

More independent businesses

Better arts & culture offer

More leisure

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

General improvements wanted to customer experience included:
Customer experience improvement areas
Better cleaning / tidier

More toilets

Better management of ASB /
improved safety & security

Better public realm / more
greening

Less congestion

Better sense of arrival

More focus on heritage

Better access to shops

Reuse empty units

More community activity

More markets & events

Better use of social media

More marketing & promotion

More free parking for workers

Recovery support and advice
for businesses

Town centre discount scheme

Benchmark towns included other successful towns in East Riding such
as Beverley, Pocklington, Driffield and Cottingham. Respondents were
also asked to agree or disagree with four statements, and the key
findings were:
• There is agreement that people would go out more if there were more
restaurants open and its easy to find a parking space
• There was disagreement that stakeholders work well together and in
particular that Goole Town Centre has many reasons to visit it.
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11.5 Resident Insight: Goole response dataset of 824 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

42

Car / van / motorcycle

64

Weekday

77

25-44

32

Walk

28

Saturday

21

65-74

17

Sunday

2

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?

Visit frequency

Main reasons

%

Shopping for food

76

Services

45

Live nearby

43

Non food shopping

41

4-6 times a week (most days)

Meeting friends and relatives

29

Everyday

Pubs and bars

28

Cafes and restaurants

26

Work nearby

23

% of survey responses

How often do you visit Goole town centre?
40%
29%

30%

21%

20%
10%

23%

5%

11%

11%

0%
Regularity of visits

Less than once a month
A couple of times a month
Once a week
2-3 times a week
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11.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive
Town centre feels safe

Negative
Limited range of shops, leisure
offer, night time offer, not a
pleasant offer and limited offer
for families and children

%

Howden

47

Beverley

31

Doncaster

20

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

Better variety of shops

74

Fewer vacant shops

74

Better quality shops

Town

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

68

More leisure facilities

58

More clothing shops

53

More independent stores

49

More markets

48

168

22
207

578

142

77

84

302

380

411

364

302

No change
391

330

312

Less likely

93

Shop online Shop locally Shop online Shop less Shop more
from local frequently frequently
businesses

More likely

11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.6 Conclusions
The town centre needs more visible animation and activity

It is clear from the various research areas undertaken for the project that
Goole is liked and people who live there are evidently fond of it.
To pull together the findings of the research areas and to set the scene for
the Priority Recovery Actions Needed as set out overleaf, we highlight the
following conclusions.
The many visible vacant units are the single biggest issue facing the
town centre
Unfortunately the multitude of vacant units throughout the town centre
dominate the offer. They are especially visible and concentrated in the core
pedestrianised area of Boothferry Road. This is partly as there are
continuous run of them and partly because many of them are typically the
biggest units.
These serve as a very visible indicator of a town centre which is struggling
and under pressure. It is off the utmost importance that the visual
dominance of these units is mitigated, whether through reletting, temporary
or meanwhile uses, dressing their windows with decals / large vinyl stickers
or encouraging external animation in some form.
Goole Town Centre needs more reasons for consumers to visit it
Its strength has a retail destination has declined. It needs to offer more than
just retail going forward, be that work, social, food & beverage, cultural, art,
as well as of course continuing to offer some retail too!
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The shared tables and chairs recently installed on Boothferry Road as part
of ERYC’s recovery support is a very welcome and evidently popular
addition to the town centre. Indeed more good quality tables and chairs
outside more food and beverage units will help to reinforce the town centre’s
sense of place and its role as a place to meet.
On the same vein, more markets, events and celebrations will all achieve a
similar goal and benefit for the town centre.
The growing number of workers in and near the town is a significant
opportunity
Unfortunately however the town centre experience, its convenience, access
issues and ease of use will need to be considerably improved if it is to
benefit from more frequent visits and higher spend from these potential
consumers.
To end on a positive, there appears to be much goodwill for Goole
Residents seem to like it and be proud of it. The stakeholders we have met
and engaged with as part of the project are clearly very passionate about
the town and its rich history, and want to see the town centre improve and
reinvent itself.
With the right help, support, investment and targeted interventions, this is an
achievable goal.

11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Provide training and business support for independent business to help them drive
sales – attract more customers / achieve higher spend. Many more need to
understand the need and how to adapt
Define the brief for market offer, format and frequency for a new weekly street
market. Invite expressions of interest for commercial market providers to operate
the market for an initial 6 months period, with potential option for longer
Encourage expressions of interest from 3rd party market operators to deliver regular
visiting themed and / or event markets
Encourage more community groups and organisations to create and run more
events celebrating local history and content, bring existing community events and
activity into the town centre
Encourage more food & beverage businesses to utilise external seating and chairs.
Allow tables and chairs outside long term vacant buildings / units
Undertake deep clean and makeover of underpasses asap – remove rubbish,
graffiti, foliage growing from walls, old stickers, pressure wash walls, ceiling and
floors etc
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage Tesco, Morrisons and Asda to accommodate signs on exit saying
‘Town Centre 2 mins ’
Create dedicated and branded ‘free worker short term parking’ with 30 minutes limit
Create register of empty properties – contact landlords to encourage them to
consider meanwhile uses
As part of a ‘Greater Goole’ initiative identify the ‘rogues gallery’ of worst dilapidated
buildings and shop fronts in core town centre and engage with respective landlords
to nudge them into action
Engage with local schools to capture what younger consumers want in the town
centre; introduce youth markets, live music, battle of bands activities
Review existing signage and way finding information to identify opportunities to
improve linkage and sightlines within the town centre. This is key to improving
visibility, access and overall connectivity of all components. Treat each component
or attractor as a catalyst to visit other areas
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Undertake a Gap Analysis to identify relevant missing offers from the town centre,
what is right for the Goole customer (tomorrows customer) / expanded choice,
increased appeal and is relevant to existing available space
Prepare Prospectus of Opportunities to target new operators for Goole Town
Centre, work with local agents and regional property advisors to target specific
operators setting out why they should be in Goole, the commercial opportunity etc
Encourage the VOA to undertake urgent review of town centre business rates
Encourage businesses and landlords in invest and improve their shop and building
fronts. Could this be match funded or subsidised?
Introduce the ‘Goole business of the year’ awards, best website, best windows, best
product innovation, best newcomer, best customer service etc.
Provide training and support to help businesses improve their online marketing and
promotion
Encourage more businesses to register / ‘own’ and geo-tag their businesses on
Google
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Curate a programme of one-off themed food vendors (in themed vehicles
preferably) into the pedestrian area. Provide them with Goole Town Centre branded
tables chairs and parasols. Position them outside vacant units
Introduce family oriented entertainment and animation on Saturdays, children's face
painting, art classes, reading, recitals, puppetry - combination of entertainment and
learning. Target and attract families, increase Saturday usage, animate empty
frontages. Work with local art, drama and creative students. Paid entertainers
gaining valuable experience
Introduce a programme of history tours, local guides, in and around the town, with
access to buildings, and a focus on previous operators of existing retail
Increased promotion of all town centre activity, particularly as new initiatives are
launched, given the interest from businesses and stakeholders a regular newsletter,
or column in the local paper, or Goole Facebook page
Create promotional space at main car parks for town centre activity / initiatives, but
not a traditional council notice board
Promote the extensive services offer, it is popular and a footfall driver, and one that
is not available virtually!
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.7 Action Plan
Mid / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Target and engage with the owner of one of the larger vacant retail units to create a
Enterprise Hall for new market traders / retail operators on short term leases, with a
view to upskilling them so they can move into empty retail premises
Encourage fledgling businesses to relocate into the Old Market Hall, e.g.
microbrewery, bakers, artisan makers
Encourage the owners of town centre buildings to bring the upper floors back into
life as residential dwellings
Encourage the operators of the Dock to utilise empty buildings and repurpose them
as waterside living
Similarly, encourage the dock owners to welcome and accommodate consumer
activity such as seafood produce sales (from building or vans) e.g. Brighton and
Newhaven Fish Sales, by Portslade Docks
Produce guide for visiting cyclists, where to eat, where to view, where to rest, where
to pick up equipment / repairs
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11.0 Goole Recovery Action Plan
11.7 Action Plan
Mid / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Develop and launch more events and activities aimed at children and young
families
Encourage, nurture and facilitate more home grown local festivals and events
Develop new signage package which is consistently used to highlight key offers,
e.g. town centre, train station, Docks, Leisure Centre, Pasture Road
Improve physical linkages between the core town assets and areas – improve
signage, information, environment, sight lines, cleanliness etc.
Increase promotions as a long term action as well as short term. Possibly through
the creation of a Town Team voluntary promotions coordinator
The level crossing is currently only viewed as a negative, however can it be turned
into an asset. Whilst people are waiting to cross, they should see promotional
messages for the towns offer. Can the transport provider use station messaging
infrastructure to create promotional messages by the crossing
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12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.1 Introduction
Town Overview
Cottingham is a large village in East Riding, located approximately to the north of Hull.
With its population of circa 17,000 it can rightly claim to be one of the largest villages in the UK.
The village centre is anchored by an Aldi, small Coop food store and a Sainsburys Local convenience store. The offer is compact and
easy to use, with most of the shops and village centre businesses located on King Street and Hallgate.
The village centre is dominated by independent businesses, and has a great convenience and service offer, with a good daytime F&B
offer but limited evening offer. We also understand that the village centre has an active live music scene with many pubs and venues
hosting gigs and events, anchored of course by the Civic Hall.
There is extensive short term and long term free parking throughout the village centre.
The village centre is visibly dominated by elderly consumers and anecdotally we understand the village centre is quiet after 15.00.
Cottingham is an attractive, pleasant and friendly place that has lots to like about it.
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12.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Cottingham Village Centre has many ‘strengths’ including the following:
• Easy to use, compact layout
• Good range of independent businesses, which dominate the offer
• Evident civic pride e.g. planters and lighting
• Well maintained public realm, including Memorial Garden
• Great daytime and evening food and beverage offer
• Good range of service operators
• Well integrated food store anchor
• There are extensive free parking spaces available, with lots of long
term and short term spaces available
• The village is well served by public transport, particularly in terms of
buses. The train station is nearby to the east of the village centre, circa
10 minutes walk
• There are lots of residential streets near the village centre with
consumers visibly walking into the village centre from all directions
• Destination market on Thursdays with some excellent contemporary
stalls
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12.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Cottingham Village Centre is not without weaknesses, including
• Several vacant units which look they’ve empty for a while
• The online presence of the village retail offer is weak as a whole, as
well as collectively from the businesses in the village centre
• The quality of retail presentation is lower on Hallgate compared to King
St, which feels much more vibrant
• Several building fronts (minority not majority) are in poor state of
external repair, especially on Hallgate
• The age profile of the offer is overly focussed on an elderly consumer.
There are not enough operators targeting younger (i.e. <40) consumers
• The mix, offer and experience appears to have stood still for 20 years
or so
• Many of the daytime cafes close at 15.00 or before. Footfall noticeably
drops off in the late afternoon
• Whilst many of the stalls on the market are exemplary, roughly a third
are delivering poor standards of product display and stall quality
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12.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Cottingham Village Centre has many
opportunities …
• More contemporary food & beverage offer
• Bigger market
• More market days
• More local celebrations and events
• Improve the average bar of retail display
• Encourage more landlords to upgrade
their shop fronts, plus retailers to deliver
better standards of window display and
external impact
• Encourage more operators targeting
younger consumers and families (<40’s)
• Much better marketing and promotion
• Encourage more best in class
independent operators
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12.3 Operator Survey: Cottingham response dataset of 61 respondents
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Cottingham?

Long term satisfaction with Cottingham?

Type

%

Reason to Visit

%

Satisfaction

%

Retail shop

48

Shopping

82

Satisfied

53

Services (various)

39

Live nearby

62

Neutral

33

Pub / bar / cafe

13

Eating / drinking

54

Dissatisfied

10

Work nearby

39

The market

39

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the village centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Daily

34

Community

Not enough parking

On Saturdays it is 11.00 to 15.00

Twice a week

33

Free parking

Charity shops

On Sundays most are closed

Once a week

18

Lovely place

ASB

Xmas lights

Limited shop variety
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12.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid

90% 85%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%30%
23% 21%21%
30%
18%
20%
7%
10%
0%
0%

What measures have you introduced

50% 48%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
16%16%
20%
13%
15%
10% 8% 8%
10%
3%
5%
0%
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Future trading optimism for
Cottingham?
Outlook Optimism

%

Optimistic

72

Neutral

21

Pessimistic

7
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12.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to experience

Priority Recovery Actions Needed
Attribute

%

Attribute

%

More events to get people back

80

More parking

49

More visiting markets

46

Improved pavements

36

Community activity

39

Better security / policing

34

More promotion of offer

33

More customer toilets

31

More social media activity

28

Improved safety

28

Enhanced targeting of tourists

25

Less congestion

20

Recovery support and advice

25

Better lighting

15

More recycling points

7

Improved signage

15

Town centre discount scheme

5

Better sense of arrival

15

Cleaner / tidier

15

More trees / green space

15

More customer seating

13

Better access to shops

10
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12.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted to Mix and Offer

Improvement Needs Summary

70% 64%

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Cottingham businesses,
we have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

60%

56%

• More choice, more variety

50%
30%
20%
10%
0%

• More marketing and promotion of the offer, including better use of social media

30%
25%23%
21%20%20%
18%

13%11%

• Promote the existing offer strengths / visit drivers; retail (independent
specialists), services and hospitality
7% 7%

3% 2%

More variety
More events
Better visibility of shops
Improved regular market
More independent operators
Better marketing and promotion
Additional specialist markets
More bigger shops
Enhanced targeting of tourists
More arts / culture
More evening restaurants
More daytime food options
More leisure offers
Better waste management
Improved public transport
More housing in town centre
Fewer Charity Shops

40%

• More events to attract footfall, bigger existing market, more visiting markets

38%38%

• More independents, more specialists, more daytime and evening food,
stronger evening economy, more arts & culture, more leisure
• Less vacancies, less charity shops
• More parking if possible
• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business support
• Build on the positive outlook and historic high satisfaction
• Welcome consumers back into the village promote safe and provide safe
messaging
• Improve pavements, improve customer experience, facilities, parking, toilets,
seating, lighting, more green spaces and signage
• Better security / more police / less ASB
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12.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Cottingham, a bespoke
survey was developed for the project.

According to stakeholders, the village centre has many strengths including:

The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council as well as
Cottingham Town Council and contained a mixture of ward and parish
councillors, as well as representatives from other bodies, businesses and
organisations that have a keen interest in helping Cottingham Village
Centre recover and thrive.

Strengths
Transport links

Little through traffic

Free parking

Civic Hall

Independent businesses

Xmas lights

Completed surveys were returned from 5 people.

Friendly community

Memorial Gardens

Stakeholders were contacted and asked to complete and return surveys
three times in total.

Live music scene

Thursday Market

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted a wide variety of issues,
although only two aspects had multiple mentions:

In addition a virtual workshop was held on 10 September 2021 to further
explore local issues, improvement areas needed and potential
improvement actions. 12 people took part in this workshop.

Weaknesses

The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results /
feedback from the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.
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Not enough parking

Poor diversity of retail

Traffic dominant

Limited leisure / NTE offer

Absent landlords

Long term vacancies

Hidden car parks

Apathetic / lazy businesses

Offer too focussed on elderly
customers

Cafes close early / quiet after
15.00

12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:

In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the village
centre needs the following:

Offer and mix improvement areas
Improve existing market

More independents

More events

More leisure

More visiting / specialist
markets

More arts & culture

More F&B, esp. night-time

Better marketing & promotion

Priority Recovery Actions Needed
More promotion of the offer

Better signage in centre

Support & recovery advice for
businesses

Extend existing market / more
visiting markets

More social media activity

Shop front improvement scheme

Improve parking regime

Deep clean / remove graffiti

More events & local celebrations

Recruit more volunteers

Customer experience improvement areas

Target visitors from Hull for events

Nudge businesses to get active

More sparkle / pizazz

More focus on heritage

Enforce against ASB, esp. evenings

Tidy up ‘visible eyesores’

Better parking regime

Improved safety & security

Better sense of arrival

More toilets

More public art

Better pavements

Better cleaning of public realm

More cycle parking

General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Beverley, Penrith and Ely were suggested as benchmark locations.
There was also general consensus that:
• Stakeholders don’t work well effectively in the village centre
• Parking is difficult
• People would go out more in the centre if more F&B offers were open
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12.5 Resident Insight: Cottingham response dataset of 140 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the village centre?

When do you visit the village centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

47

Walk

62

Weekday

79

25-44

25

Car / van / motorcycle

36

Saturday

16

65-74

16

Sunday

5

Visit frequency

What are your main reasons for visiting the centre?
Main reasons

%

Shopping for food

83

Cafes and restaurants

60

A couple of times a month

Live nearby

54

Once a week

Pubs and bars

51

2-3 times a week

Services

44

4-6 times a week (most days)

Non food shopping

39

Meeting friends and relatives

31

Visiting the village market

31

How often do you visit Cottingham village centre?
% of survey responses

50%

39%

40%
30%

19%

20%
10%
0%

1%

Less than once a month
16% 17%

6%

Everyday
Regularity of visits
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12.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive

Ambivalent

Negative

Town

%

Safety

Needs of younger
residents

Leisure offer

Beverley

97

Hessle

25

Bridlington

18

Catering / F&B
offer

Places to visit in the
evening

Environment
Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

More variety of shops

49

More independent shops

34

More clothing shops

33

More leisure facilities

31

More evening cafes / restaurants

31

Better quality shops

26

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
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Less likely
No change
More likely

Shop online

Shop locally

Shop online
from local
businesses

Shop more
frequently

Shop less
frequently

12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.6 Conclusions

From the research undertaken for this project it is clear that on many levels
Cottingham has lots of positive attributes that indicate it has a strong and
sustainable future. In particular:
Cottingham needs to focus on its many strengths
Villagers are rightly proud that they live in one of the largest villages in the
country, yet this is almost a best kept secret. Whilst obviously most local
people will know this, reminding people in marketing & promotional collateral
as well as in the centre will help to reinforce it and help to differentiate the
centre. Although don’t let being a big village prevent growth.
Residents are rightly proud of the many strong and unique independent
businesses trading in the village centre, many of which are local institutions.
This helps also to reinforce the strong sense of community.

Cottingham does have issues to address and improve
• The need for more promotion and information, physical and virtual
• Some very poor building fronts in need of investment and upgrade
• Pressing need to increase the visibility and accessibility / integration of
existing offer and the various assets of the village, in it and outside it
• Offer is overly targeting the elderly consumer
• Opportunities to improve the public realm and facilities
• Events and markets to add variety, interest and introduce new attractions
• Increased social media presence, for the village and its businesses

The vibrant live music scene is also an asset to build on, and help kickstart
develop the evening economy.

• Improve the customer experience through more hospitality and a better
parking regime (particularly the management of long stayers), and better
enforcement against ASB

Attractive townscape, especially on King Street and parts of Hallgate.

• More visible pedestrian activity

The village centre is easy to use, given its compact nature and spatial
layout. Much of the centre is attractive and pleasing on the eye. There are
many well kept historic buildings, streetscapes and green areas including
the Memorial Gardens.

It is now the time to ‘Shout About Cottingham’

These are all strong factors that help to define Cottingham’s sense of place
and all assets that can be made much more of.
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Maintaining a quiet persona will not help the village to grow and prosper. Its
time to decide what is worth shouting about and what needs to get to a point
where it can be promoted. Then develop the ongoing promotional and
activity plan for the village. Harness the collective spirit, kick start the
paused activity, launch new initiatives and start shouting!

12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Make more of the ‘large village’ status – it’s a best kept secret on the ground!
Encourage, facilitate and promote more local celebrations and events. Promote
existing businesses, treat them as though they are big brands / destination stores,
particularly the more unusual businesses in the town
Encourage F&B businesses to have external seating and tables
Encourage more F&B businesses to stay open later than 15.00, especially on
Thursdays and Fridays. Develop promotions to target late pm customers, after
school, days end, workers respite
Develop a long term programme to Make Cottingham Shine, improved external
impact, better signage, more street decorations, add a touch of sparkle to the centre
Encourage landlords on Hallgate to invest in their building fronts, especially show
windows and fascia boards
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12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Extend existing market, ie. More choice, more stalls.
Improve the external impact of the market, introduce stronger signage, trading
today… New Trader…
Relocate trader vehicles to create more space for stalls
Encourage the weaker existing traders to improve their stall standards, i.e. better
stalls, better display equipment, better signage, better merchandising, better
promotion including use of social media etc
Enforce against cars left in car park overnight on market days
Create and implement a visiting markets plan, introduce markets to other parts of
the village, identify relevant themes for visiting markets, include youth and school
Target the F&B independent businesses in the area (Pocklington and Beverley) to
open in Cottingham
Encourage more businesses in the centre to improve standards of retail display in
the windows
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12.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage activities that help to create a buzz, e.g. local club demonstrations,
brass bands, music recitals, choir performances, school fetes etc
Work with established businesses to add classes relevant to their product area,
cooking shows, cake making, baking, art, repairs, cycle maintenance and so on.
Establish a mix of classes aimed at different age groups and community groups
Recruit army of volunteers to help run events and activity in the centre
Reintroduce ‘Cottingham in Bloom’
Introduce Cottingham Village Business of the Year awards
Encourage Police to enforce against ASB in evenings in village centre
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12.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage better use of social media to help promote the village centre. Hold
social media masterclasses with the more proficient current self promoters showing
the less capable how its done. Encourage everyone to use the hashtag
#@EastRidingsBiggestVillage or #theBIGvillage
Develop and launch a moderated WhatsApp group positively focused on marketing
and promotion of the village offer
Encourage businesses to run promotional activity, e.g. new product launches,
personal shopping, supplier visits and talks, seasonal events etc
Organise community clean up days to give the centre a spruce and an uplift
Undertake deep clean of town centre environment, including removal of graffiti from
street furniture
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12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage more ‘battle of the bands’ type competitions, start with younger / newer
bands from schools, hold these during afternoons into evenings
Encourage existing businesses to geo-tag their businesses online / google maps
etc
Encourage town centre businesses to do more for the town – better standards of
window display and upkeep, better promotion of their businesses and the village
centre as a whole, better upkeep of public as well as private realm
Make more of the live music scene. Its potentially a major and unique strength, yet
its hardly mentioned or promoted physically and virtually. This is a USP that needs
to be built upon, from youth groups to regular bands, to concerts for all ages and
demographics, to a dedicated festival
Prepare a quarterly or monthly ‘what’s on’ guide. Distribute physical copies to the
nearby new housing developments, as they are completed and occupied
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12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Review car parking regime. Try to accommodate long term stayers i.e. village
centre workers, walkers and cyclists furthest away from the centre. Focus the incentre parking for short term shoppers and visitors
Implement better directional signage regime to car parks
Investigate app / online parking availability information
Investigate more funding for shop fronts improvement scheme
Introduce monthly car-free days, first Saturday of each month
Improve pavement widths and associated public realm, existing bollards serve to
narrow pedestrian areas
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12.0 Cottingham Recovery Action Plan
12.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Identify opportunities to improve the ‘convenience’ of the centre, easy to use, easy
to access, easy to find, easy to shop, easy to book a table, easy to book a service,
easy to grab a coffee, easy to park… Remove the inhibitors!
Look at emerging community / enterprise facilities in places like Dover, Stockton
and Southsea that are focused on particular demographics and age group, e.g.
https://www.dover.gov.uk/Planning/Regeneration/Co-Innovation/Co-InnovationStembrook-Lane-Shopping-Arcade.aspx
https://www.stockton.gov.uk/news/2017/december/welcome-to-fountain-shoppingmall-home-of-the-enterprise-arcade/
https://www.portsmouth.co.uk/business/consumer/independent-gym-moves-intoknight-and-lee-building-in-southsea-3316881
Create / facilitate dedicated working groups with objective of improving collective
working and shared ownership / participation. Identify three specific themes, ask for
volunteers to address each theme e.g. promotions, business awards, events; create
‘task and deliver’ working group for each theme. This way the time commitment and
workload is controlled and shared.
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13.0 Snaith Recovery Action Plan
13.1 Introduction
Town Overview
Snaith is located 6 miles west of Goole, and approximately 14 miles east of Pontefract.
Along with the adjoining villages of East and West Cowick, it forms the civil parish of Snaith and Cowick which contains approximately
3,500 residents in the 2011 Census.
The town centre is small and compact, with most businesses in the town centre contained on Market Place, with a few also on Selby
Road. The town centre offer is dominated (in quantum) by food & beverage business, particularly pubs which make up approximately
25% of the total mix!
The convenience offer in the town centre is also very good, including fruit & veg, butcher, fishmonger, baker and small Co-op
convenience store. The service offer is also good, with a hairdresser, barber, post office and physiotherapist amongst others!
The core town centre has a well preserved historic environment, with several very attractive old buildings and shop fronts. There are
also several historic assets in the town centre including the Snaith Lock-Up, Snaith Priory, Toll Bridge and Old Grammar School and
Cowick Hall.
The town centre is however blighted by heavy traffic, both in terms of traffic volumes as well as type i.e. large agricultural vehicles
and HGV’s travelling through the town centre along Selby / Cowick Roads. As a result, some of the historic buildings on this road in
the core part of the town centre have frontages in need of renovation and upkeep.
Despite having a Royal Charter for a market, the town does not currently host one.
Overall there is lots to like about Snaith. It feels special and a town steeped in history and charm.
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13.2 Retail Review
Strengths
Snaith Town Centre has many ‘strengths’ including the following:
• Compact layout
• Lots of free short term parking
• Good access, including railways
• Hospitality offer is very good. Lots of visible, accessible and inviting
public houses
• Some of the shop fronts are in excellent condition
• Several of the windows displays are very good
• The convenience and service offer in the town is a strong asset
• There are many historic buildings and assets distributed around the
town centre. These are well connected via the virtual discovery trail
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13.2 Retail Review
Weaknesses
Snaith Town Centre is not without weaknesses, including:
• Town centre feels traffic dominated outside of Market Place
• Signage to the town centre is underwhelming, especially from the train
station
• Many of the units on Selby Road are inactive / non commercial
• The sense of arrival in the town centre is poor, especially at the station
(main long stay car park also for the town centre)
• There is little shared public seating available
• Few cafes / f&b businesses have external seating and chairs
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13.2 Retail Review
Opportunities and improvements needed
Snaith Town Centre has many opportunities:
• Make more of the ‘place’. It’s a lovely historic town but the centre needs a
polish
• Facilitate more short term parking without letting parking dominate the core
town centre offer
• Assess opportunities for more long term parking / especially at peak periods
• More events
• More markets
• More local celebrations
• Encourage local businesses to work better together to help create more ‘buzz’
and awareness of what the town has to offer
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13.3 Operator Survey: Snaith response dataset of 18 respondents, from 24 handed out (multi-choice responses allowed)
Existing Performance
Business Types

Reasons why customers are in Snaith?

Long term satisfaction with Snaith?

Type

%

Reason to Visit

%

Satisfaction

%

Retail shop

33

Eating / drinking

72

Satisfied

66

Services (various)

28

Live nearby

67

Neutral

33

Café / restaurant

11

Shopping

61

Dissatisfied

0

Pub / bar

11

Work nearby

33

Leisure venue

11

Passing through

28

Busiest time of day

How often do customers visit the town centre?

Strengths & weaknesses?

Time of day

Frequency

%

Strengths

Weaknesses

On weekdays it is 09.00 to 11.00

Twice a week

50

Market town

Lack of parking

On Saturdays it is 09.00 to 15.00

Daily

39

Friendly

Lack of toilets

On Sundays most are closed

Once a week

28

Good variety

Traffic / congestion

Snaith Priority

No market
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13.3 Operator Survey
Covid Responses
How has Customer Behaviour changed post Covid

70%
60%

What measures have you introduced

50%

61%

40%

50%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Outlook Optimism

39%

33% 33%

30%

40%

20%

22% 22%
11% 11%

6% 6% 6%

10%
0%

0%
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Future trading optimism for Snaith?

17%

11% 11%

%

Optimistic

83%

Neutral

11%

Pessimistic

0%

13.0 Snaith Recovery Action Plan
13.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Improvements wanted to experience

Priority recovery actions needed
Attribute

%

Attribute

%

Events to attract customers into town

78%

More parking

94%

More promotion of town centre offer

33%

More customer toilets

50%

More visiting markets

33%

Less congestion

50%

More social media activity

33%

More public art

33%

Recovery support / advice for businesses

28%

Better access to shops

28%

Community activity

28%

Improved signage

22%

More customer information

17%

Better security / policing

22%

More recycling points

11%

Improved pavements

17%

Improved safety and security

17%

More customer seating

17%

Cleaner / tidier

11%

Better sense of arrival

6%

More trees / green space

6%
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13.3 Operator Survey
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted to Mix and Offer

Improvement Needs Summary

60% 56%56%

Considering the feedback received from the sample of Snaith businesses, we
have summarised the identified areas for improvement below:

50%

• Promote the existing offer strengths / visit drivers; market town, variety, retail
(independent specialists), services, hospitality and Snaith Priory

40%
30%

39%39%

• Review the existing parking regime
• More events, markets and other activity to drive footfall

28%

• More marketing and promotion, including helping businesses to promote
themselves as part of the Snaith offer

22%22%

20%
10%
0%

17%

• Investigate opportunities for traffic calming

11%11%
6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

• Help businesses to adapt to meet customer demands, more business support
• Build on the positive outlook and historic high satisfaction
• Welcome consumers back into the town promote safe and provide safe
messaging
• Improve customer experience, toilets, facilities, parking, seating and signage
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13.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Strengths and Weaknesses
To capture the input of key local stakeholders in Snaith, a bespoke survey
was developed for the project and sent to 30 people.
The list was provided by East Riding of Yorkshire Council and contained a
mixture of ward, town and parish councillors, as well as representatives
from other bodies, businesses and organisations that have a keen interest
in helping Snaith Town Centre recover and thrive.
Responses were received from 5 people.
Stakeholders were contacted and asked to complete and return surveys
three times in total.
In addition a virtual workshop was held on 8 September 2021 to further
explore local issues, improvement areas needed and potential
improvement actions. 11 people took part in this workshop.

According to stakeholders, the town centre has many strengths including:
Strengths
History & heritage

Nice market town

Location / access

Xmas Market

On busy road

Links to RAF

Friendly community

Active Town Council

Award winning butcher

Range of facilities

In regards weaknesses, stakeholders highlighted a wide variety of issues,
although only two aspects had multiple mentions:
Weaknesses

The following two pages contains a summary of the combined results /
feedback from the stakeholder survey and the stakeholder workshop.
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Lack of parking

Information on events / activity

Heavy traffic / congested

Some building fronts poor

Signage

Fire station location

No retail association

Limited trains

Marketing & promotion

Untidy arrival routes

13.0 Snaith Recovery Action Plan
13.4 Stakeholder Engagement
Improvement Opportunities and Priority Recovery Actions Needed
In regards the mix and offer stakeholders wanted to see the following
improved:

In regards highest priority recovery actions, stakeholders felt the town
centre needs the following:

Offer and mix improvement areas

Priority Recovery Actions Needed

Impact & visibility of offer

More events

More events and celebrations

Better marketing and promotion

Better marketing & promotion

Better targeting of tourists

More visiting markets

More joint promotions

New regular market

Additional specialist markets

Electrical information board / monitor

Better information provision

Improved public realm

More leisure

Better maintenance of paths

Better use of social media

Better welcome signage

More community volunteers

General improvements wanted to customer experience included:

Respondents were also asked to agree or disagree with four statements,
and there was wide consensus that:

Customer experience improvement areas
Improved / wider pavements

Less congestion

Traffic calming

Cleaner / tidier

Sense of arrival

More greening

Better access to shops

Public realm improvements

More parking

More focus on heritage

• It is difficult to find a parking space in the town centre
• Stakeholders work well together in the town
• Stakeholders would go out more in the evening if there were more
restaurants open, and
• Snaith benefits from lots of reasons to visit it.
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13.5 Resident Insight: Snaith response dataset of 69 respondents
Existing Usage Patterns
Dominant age groups

How do you travel to the town centre?

When do you visit the town centre most often?

Age Band

%

Mode of Travel

%

Day of week

%

45-64

52

Walk

57

Weekday

82

25-44

22

Car / van / motorcycle

44

Saturday

15

65-74

15

Sunday

3

Visit frequency

What are your main reasons for visiting the town centre?
Main reasons

%

Shopping for food

84

Live nearby

67

Pubs and bars

64

Once a week

Cafes and restaurants

45

2-3 times a week

Services

44

4-6 times a week (most days)

Non food shopping

36

Meeting friends and relatives

22

How often do you visit Snaith town centre?
% of survey responses

60%

51%

50%

Less than once a month

40%

A couple of times a month

30%

22%

20%
10%
0%

12%
1%

1%

13%

Everyday
Regularity of visits
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13.5 Resident Insight
Opportunities and Improvements Wanted
Main other towns visited

Improvement perceptions
Positive

Negative

Town

%

Safety

Leisure offer

Goole

75

Daytime catering / evening F&B
offer

Needs of younger
residents

Selby

30

Howden

26

Beverley

22

Town centre environment

Covid impact on shopping patterns

What would encourage you to visit more often?
Attribute

%

More service providers

61

More evening catering

52

More markets

45

Better variety of shops

44

Less dominant cars / traffic

42

More leisure facilities

38

Since the beginning of the pandemic, are you more or less likely to:
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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Less likely
No change
Shop
online

Shop
locally

Shop Shop more Shop less
online from frequently frequently
local
businesses

More likely

13.0 Snaith Recovery Action Plan
13.6 Conclusions

• The need for more promotion and information, physical and virtual to
residents and local workers

On many levels Snaith has lots of positive attributes that indicate it has a
strong and sustainable future. In particular we highlight the following
conclusions based on the research undertaken for this project.

• Need to increase the visibility and accessibility / integration of existing
offer and the various assets of the town, in it and outside it

Snaith needs to build on its many strengths

• Significant opportunities to improve the public realm and facilities,
including new toilets, better pavements

The town is compact yet it is difficult to see / notice all of the assets and
attractions. It is easy to drive through the town centre and miss the
wonderful offer available on Market Place.
The town benefits from nearby residents and new housing being built,
nearby workers and visitors from a wider area, however the scale, range
and delivery of information is poor, let alone promotion of the offer. Given its
heritage and leisure attractions they do not appear to be visibly and actively
driving visits.

• Add more events and markets to add variety, interest and introduce new
attractions
• Increased social media activity, for the town, businesses and even
business support
It is time to ‘Shout About Snaith’

Snaith does have issues to address and improve

Maintaining a quiet persona will not help the town to grow and prosper.

The various research areas have all identified a number of consistent
issues, as well as a few diverse ones, the common threads include:

Its time to decide what is worth shouting about and what needs to get to a
point where it can be promoted. Then develop the ongoing promotional and
activity plan for the town. Harness the collective spirit, kick start the paused
activity, launch new initiatives and start shouting…

• Improved sense of arrival, especially in the main station / railway car
park and along road routes into town
• Availability of parking, especially at peak periods
• Businesses don’t work together well enough for the good of the town
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13.7 Action Plan
Short Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Encourage more occasional visiting markets, diverse themes, repeated at regular
intervals. Themes to be relevant to customer profile. Include evening / late
afternoon markets for workers / post school
Facilitate / stimulate a regular weekly market
More local celebrations, themed events
- Spruced in Snaith (to celebrate the services offer)
- Simply Snaith (a car free day in Snaith)
- Snaith Strolls (walks in, to and from Snaith town centre, always to / from F&B)
- Snaith Spring or Snaith Summer (celebrate local seasonal produce, use
agricultural vehicles as an asset)
These will need specific promotion and to include existing businesses. There may
be the opportunity to invite additional operators. Include businesses that may not be
operating in the town centre, but nearby
Publicise the walking guides for visitors wider. Create specific ones for dog
walking, families / young children, gourmands and so on. Available as hard copy
and downloads
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13.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Provide more shared tables and chairs
Encourage more businesses to provide external seating, including shops as well as
cafes, restaurants and pubs
Encourage existing businesses to geo-tag their businesses online / google maps
etc
Provide support for businesses to help them promote better online, as well as
having websites that help to ‘sell’ the offer and service provided
Encourage more businesses to work together to offer combined promotions e.g.
Yorkshire day, late night opening Thursdays, family days
Review parking arrangements to ensure pedestrian priority on Market Place
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13.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Introduce a new monthly newsletter. Encourage volunteers to distribute physical
copy, but also publish it on council websites, social media etc
Develop information board or monitor / screen for use in council window, make it
available to businesses to feature current promotions
Encourage ERYC highways to better / more regularly maintain the pavements in the
town centre
Improve views and sightlines along routes from station and car parks, work with
property and business owners. Encourage Network Rail in particular to improve the
sense of arrival in the station / main town centre car park
Introduce a ‘Super in Snaith’ best kept business award for maintained shop fronts
and buildings
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13.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Work with businesses to encourage and facilitate more external impact, maximise
visibility of active frontages, to counter act impact of transport
- External branding
- External activity
- Appropriate 3D signage, projecting signage
Cross promote the offer with other towns in East Riding e.g. Snaith, twinned with
Hornsea!
More historical enactments and street theatre, focused around the 57 historic
buildings and previous uses. Expand this to create historic walks, both for leisure
and education, link these to the existing 15 walks and Trans Pennine Trail
Develop themed ‘fairs’ one per calendar quarter (you already have Christmas and a
Summer Fete), use the historic opportunities for themes. Include schools and youth
clubs in all the preparation.
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13.7 Action Plan
Short Term cont’d.

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Review public realm across the town centre with a view to raising the bar of
cleaning and maintenance
Create / facilitate business association with objective of improving the town centre
experience as well as better promoting it. Identify three specific themes, set up / ask
for volunteers to address each theme e.g. promotions, business awards, events;
create ‘task and deliver’ working group for each theme. This way the time
commitment and workload is controlled and shared
Create ‘Snaith in Bloom’ annual event and awards, encourage local farmers,
growers and residents to get involved
Sport is a regular positive theme in Snaith, from the Sports Hall charity to
refurbished play area and new 3G pitch, there must be opportunities to bring sports
into the town centre, mini events, alternative competitions for the teams / clubs. Tug
of War matches etc. This also links to improved youth facilities, another opportunity
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13.7 Action Plan
Medium / Long Term

Responsibility

Action

ERYC

Investigate opportunities to provide public toilets, along with wider improved
customer experience facilities
Assess opportunities to provide more peak time parking, either time-controlled
parking at peak or provision of additional alternative (even temporary) facilities
Undertake feasibility of moving the Fire Station to an accessible non-core part of the
town centre, to include options assessment for repurposing the existing fire station
premises / site
Increased promotion of town centre offer, services, facilities, businesses, attractions
etc. Driffield produce an annual hard copy booklet, Snaith could do a similar once a
year hard copy, and then monthly virtual upcoming events lists, which could be
easily printed and distributed as flyers, via shops and clubs
Target a larger convenience offer, as a footfall driver and reason to visit, this can
include temporary additions as well as permanent
Target more cyclists, provide cycle stations, be overtly welcoming, external seating
close to parked cycles, mobile service provider, permanent service provider
Petition Network Rail to create more frequent train services
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Common Issues and Recommended Actions
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12.0 Common Issues and Recommended Actions
12.1 Introduction

12.2 Common Issues and Improvement Opportunities

In preparing the individual town action plans, we have considered the
findings of a wide range of bespoke research areas undertaken, as well as
additional historic data available specifically for those towns.

Issues which are common across most towns include:

Furthermore in order to develop more robust as well as finely tuned
individual town action plans, the actions identified have been developed
uniquely for each town.
It is clear from the research, that the eight towns included in this study
across East Riding of Yorkshire are very different to each other and have
very different customer and town centre dynamics, from seaside towns, to
small rural centres, market towns to large historic centres with regional
appeal.
Despite that, there are some issues which are common across a number
and occasionally, most of the towns. The issues are individually highlighted
in the summary conclusions section of each action plan and have been
collectively pulled together in section 11.2 opposite.
We end this section with a summary of the common actions across the
towns, As per the individual town sections these are shown as short term
and medium / long term actions. The purpose is to highlight opportunities to
delivered co-ordinated improvements and interventions simultaneously
across several locations, and to support funding applications / budget
allocation.
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• Town stakeholders not working collaboratively and to a common goal
• Town centres lacking visible branding, especially where there are unique
local strengths and assets
• Existing markets are underwhelming / missing and need improving and
extending
• A lack of visiting markets, missing opportunities to add reasons to visit
• Limited number of events and local celebrations, missed opportunities to
differentiate places
• Limited communal facilities, seating, rest places
• Lack of external activity and animation across the town centres
• Marketing and promotion of the offers are poor
• Signage and wayfinding are typically poor in the town centre
• Limited collective use of social media
• Availability of pre-information about the town centre offer is poor
• Many businesses are asking for more support and training to help them
recover quicker

12.0 Common Issues and Recommended Actions
12.3 Short Term Common Actions and Interventions
• Encourage more ‘welcome back to safe X Town Centre ’ type events
• Provide more shared tables and chairs in core town centre areas. For
open and free use. These could be semi-permanent similar to those
provided in Goole Town Centre
• Encourage retailers to hold more events and features e.g. new product
unveilings, more supplier talks, VIP invite only shopping events etc.
• Review existing market provision to identify improvement and extension
opportunities (more stalls, wider choice, more days etc.)
• Prepare prospectus of markets opportunities – seek expressions of
interests and proposals for more visiting markets from specialist
providers
• Review signage package to improve wayfinding and remind consumer of
the strengths of the offer
• Review events programme in each town – identify opportunities for more
local celebrations. Encourage existing stakeholders to bring forward
more events this year. Those that celebrate unique attractions in each
town or historical attributes are to be especially welcomed
• Engage the town centre businesses to co-ordinate trading hours,
promote this on social media

• Establish Covid re-opening information portals; detailing shops /
businesses that are open, when, contact details how to purchase, then
migrate to a town social media programme
• Encourage landlords of vacant properties to consider meanwhile and
temporary uses
• Encourage more businesses to register / ‘own’ and geo-tag their
businesses on Google
• Encourage existing F&B operators to provide external tables and chairs
• Encourage local businesses to promote themselves as part of the core
town centre offer in which they are located
• Provide covid recovery support and training for those most in need. This
could be in the form of 121 bespoke support
• Encourage landlords to maintain their building fronts. Similarly
encourage operators to maintain and improve their window displays,
fascia boards and contact details
• Launch new visitor trails in and around town centres – for ramblers, dog
walkers, families, history & heritage, good food, culture, cyclists etc.
• Create information packs, maps, plans, web site downloads about
existing town centre offer, to include hidden and more remote
businesses. Make a feature of the strong local independents
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12.0 Common Issues and Recommended Actions
12.4 Mid to Long Term Common Actions and Interventions
• Review annual events calendar assess opportunities for more local
celebrations. Encourage and help community organisations to create
new events

• Undertake town centre public realm and customer experience audit –
identify opportunities to declutter, upgrade equipment and facilities e.g.
seating, planters, information boards, town centre arrival boards

• Create destination brands for each the town centre – focus on unique
strengths, history and heritage of each town

• Identify opportunities for more shared active public realm facilities, e.g.
more chess sets, table tennis, boules etc.

• Undertake a gap analysis of each centre to identify key target operators
and product types

• Encourage more day time eateries to stay open till 19.00 from March to
October to facilitate and encourage the creation of a twilight economy in
the towns

• Compile an empty premises register, containing size, details, asking
rent, terms and contact details for agents
• Prepare a prospectus of opportunities for each town to proactively target
new operators and potential entrants, using the gap analysis and empty
premises register to inform the process
• Provide training for businesses on how to create effective and impactful
window displays
• Launch town centre business of the year awards
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Operator Survey Questionnaire
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XX Town Centre Action Plan: Survey of Businesses
East Riding of Yorkshire Council is preparing individual recovery and growth plans for its town centres to help them recover,
grow and thrive and is keen that your input is included into the development of XX’s Town Centre Action Plan. The Retail
Group is an independent specialist in developing town action plans. We have been commissioned to develop the action plans
on behalf of East Riding of Yorkshire Council. Please take a few minutes to complete this survey and return it to us. Your
responses and individual views will be completely confidential.

1

Business name

2

What type of business do you operate?
☐
☐
☐
☐

3

☐ Retail services – e.g. hairdressers, nail bar,

key cutting, pharmacy, tattooist
☐ Financial services – e.g. estate agent, bank,
employment agency, solicitor / accountant

Shopping
Live nearby
Work nearby
Leisure / cinema / gym

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐ Once a week
☐ Once a fortnight

☐ Before 9am
☐ 9am – 11am
☐ 11am – 3pm

Saturdays
☐ 3pm – 6pm
☐ After 6pm

Sundays

☐ Before 9am
☐ 9am – 11am
☐ 11am – 3pm

☐ 3pm – 6pm
☐ After 6pm

☐ Before 11am
☐ 11am – 2pm
☐ 2pm – 5pm

☐ After 5pm
☐ Do not open

on Sundays

Pleased that we are open
Visiting less frequently
Spending more per visit
Seeking assurance on safety / cleaning

☐
☐
☐
☐

Shorter visits
Change in mix of customer types
Shopping as individuals, rather than couples or groups
No visible change

Which of the following measures have you introduced as a result of Covid pressures on trading?
Please indicate all that apply
☐
☐
☐
☐

8

☐ Once a month
☐ Less often

How has customer behaviour and visit patterns changed as a result of Covid during the periods you have been open?
Please indicate all that apply
☐
☐
☐
☐

7

☐ Study nearby
☐ The market
☐ Other – please state

What are your busiest times of day on weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays?
Weekdays

6

Eating / drinking
Using the retail / financial services
Commuting / passing through
Arts / culture / heritage / tourism

How often do your customers typically visit XX Town Centre?
☐ Daily
☐ Twice a week

5

☐ Business services e.g. printing, IT
☐ Other – please state

In your opinion, what is the main reasons for customers to be in XX Town Centre?
☐
☐
☐
☐

4

Retail shop
Café / restaurant
Pub or bar
Leisure venue

Simple informational website
Click and collect by website
Transactional website
Orders by phone

☐ Orders by text / WhatsApp / social media
☐ Local delivery by you / your staff
☐ Local delivery by third party
☐ None of the above / no changes introduced

How satisfied are you with the pre-Covid long term performance of XX Town Centre (2-5 years?)
☐ Very satisfied

☐ Satisfied

☐ Neither / nor

☐ Dissatisfied

☐ Very dissatisfied

Please Turn Over

XX Town Centre Action Plan: Survey of Businesses
9

Please identify which of the following are the highest priority ongoing recovery initiatives for XX. Tick all that apply
☐
☐
☐
☐

10

13

Better visibility of shops
Better waste management
Improved regular market
More / bigger shops
More variety
Additional specialist markets

Better lighting
Improved signage
Improved pavements
Better access to shops
More customer toilets
Better sense of arrival

businesses

More visiting markets
More social media activity
Community activity
Other – please date below

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

More events
More leisure offers
More daytime food options
More evening restaurants
More independent operators
Better marketing and promotion

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

More housing in town centre
Enhanced targeting of tourists
Improved public transport
More arts / culture attractions
Other – please state below

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

More public art
Improved safety and security
Cleaner / tidier
More customer seating
More trees / green space
Public realm improvements

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

More parking
Better security / policing
Less congestion
More focus on heritage
Other – please specify below

What would you say are the three main strengths and weaknesses of XX Town Centre?
Strengths

Weaknesses

____________________________________________

___________________________________________

____________________________________________

___________________________________________

____________________________________________

___________________________________________

How positive are you about future trading prospects in XX Town Centre?
☐ Very optimistic

14

☐
☐
☐
☐

Now thinking specifically about the customer experience, how would you like to see XX Town Centre improved?
Tick up to three
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

12

☐ A town centre discount scheme
☐ More customer information
☐ Recovery support and advice for

Thinking about the mix and offer of XX Town Centre, how would you like to see it improve in the mid to long term?
Tick up to three
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

11

Events to attract customers into town
More promotion of town centre offer
More promotion of Driffield being safe
More recycling points

☐ Quite optimistic

☐ Neither / nor

☐ Quite pessimistic

☐ Very pessimistic

And finally, are there any other comments about XX Town Centre you would like to add or make?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your assistance, it is much appreciated.
Please return the completed survey by email to paul.frater@theretailgroup.co.uk.
If you would prefer to print, fill in and scan the form back to us, then text or WhatsApp to 07753 824042.
Finally, if you would prefer to post the completed survey back to us, please send to Paul Frater,
The Retail Group, Dunnings Oak Offices, Dunnings Road, East Grinstead, West Sussex, RH19 4AT

Appendix II
Stakeholder Survey Questionnaire
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XX Town Centre Action Plan: Survey of Stakeholders
East Riding of Yorkshire Council is preparing individual recovery and growth plans for its town centres to help them recover,
grow and thrive and is keen that your input is included into the development of XX’s Town Centre Action Plan.
The Retail Group is an independent specialist in developing town action plans. We have been commissioned to develop the
action plans on behalf of East Riding of Yorkshire Council. Please take a few minutes to complete this survey and return it to
us by Friday 19 February. Your responses and individual views will be completely confidential.
Stakeholder Name:

Company:

What is your involvement with XX Town Centre?

1

2

What would you say are the three main strengths and weaknesses of XX Town Centre?
Strengths

Weaknesses

____________________________________________

___________________________________________

_________________________________________

___________________________________________

____________________________________________

___________________________________________

Please identify which of the following are the highest priority ongoing recovery initiatives for XX. Tick all that apply
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

3

☐ More customer information
☐ Recovery support and advice for

☐ Community activity
☐ Other – please state below

businesses

☐ More visiting markets
☐ More social media activity

Thinking about the mix and offer of XX Town Centre, how would you like to see it improve in the mid to long term?
Tick up to three
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

4

Events to attract customers into town
More promotion of town centre offer
More promotion of XX being safe
More recycling points
A town centre discount scheme

Better visibility of shops
Better waste management
Improve the existing market
Add a new regular market
More / bigger shops
More variety
Additional specialist markets

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

More events
More leisure offers
More daytime food options
More evening restaurants
More independent operators
Better marketing and promotion
More housing in town centre

☐
☐
☐
☐

Enhanced targeting of tourists
Improved public transport
More arts / culture attractions
Other – please state below

Now thinking specifically about the customer experience, how would you like to see XX Town Centre improved?
Tick up to three
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

5

Better lighting
Improved signage
Improved pavements
Better access to shops
More customer toilets
Better sense of arrival
More public art

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Improved safety and security
Cleaner / tidier
More customer seating
More trees / green space
Public realm improvements
More parking
Better security / policing

☐ Less congestion
☐ More focus on heritage
☐ Other – please specify below

How positive are you about future trading prospects of XX Town Centre?
☐ Very optimistic

☐ Quite optimistic

☐ Neither / nor

☐ Quite pessimistic

☐ Very pessimistic

Please Turn Over

XX Town Centre Action Plan: Survey of Stakeholders
6

What are your growth / improvement aspirations for XX Town Centre? What kind of place would you like it to be in five
years?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

7

Are there any benchmark towns or locations that XX Town Centre could learn from? Why?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

8

9

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements, on a scale of strongly agree through to strongly
disagree? Tick the boxes that apply
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
/ nor

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don’t
know

It is very easy to find a place to park in XX Town
Centre

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Stakeholders in the town centre work well together for
the benefit of the centre as a whole

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

XX town centre has lots of reasons for consumers to
visit it

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

I would go out in XX town centre more often in the
evening, if there were more restaurants open

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

And finally, are there any other comments about XX Town Centre you would like to add or make?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your assistance, it is much appreciated.
Please return the completed survey by email to paul.frater@theretailgroup.co.uk.
If you would prefer to print, fill in and scan the form back to us, then text or WhatsApp to 07753 824042.
Finally, if you would prefer to post the completed survey back to us, please send to Paul Frater,
The Retail Group, Dunnings Oak Offices, Dunnings Road, East Grinstead, West Sussex, RH19 4AT

The Retail Group
Informed Solutions

Dunnings Oak Offices
Dunnings Road
East Grinstead
West Sussex, RH19 4AT
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